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THE NEW CREATION IN CHRIST.

THERE are many valuable thoughts in the article of Prof. Schaff,

though some of his declarations seem to us to savor of the transcen

dental. The affirmation he makes that " the Lord is perpetually

born anew in the hearts of believers," sounds strangely to our ears.

That his image is created there is indeed true, but that the Lord is

born there, is not the teaching of the Bible . Again : “ The com

mencement,” he says , “ of Church History , is strictly the incarnation

of the Son of God , or the entrance of the new principle of light

and life into humanity .” The incarnation of the Son of God is

plain enough, but what is this " new principle of light and life ?"

And what " new principle” has there been in humanity since the

incarnation , that was not in it before that event. - N . Y. Observer,

Sept. 8 , 1848.

This paragraph occurs in a short notice of the Bibliotheca

Sacra for August, the first article of which is a masterly Intro

duction to Church History from Prof. Schaff. It is significantly

characteristic of the system of thinking it represents, and furnishes

fit occasion, in such view , for a few remarks .

Here is some approach to a determination of what we are to

understand by that most ambiguous term “ transcendentalism ,”

in the popular vocabulary. It savors of the transcendental , we

are told , to say that“ the Lord is perpetually born anew inthe

hearts of believers, ” or that the mystery of the incarnation in
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BROWNSON'S QUARTERLY REVIEW.

1

We are not among those who consider 0. A. Brownson , Esq .,

a mere weathercock in religion , whose numerous changes of faith

are sufficientof themselves to convict his last position of false.

hood and folly . We can see easily enough in all his variations ,

a principle of steady motion in the samegeneral direction . He

started on one extreme, only to be carried over by regular grada

tion finally to another. Unitarianism and Romanisın are the con

frary poles of Christianity, freedom and authority , the liberty of

the individual subject and the binding force of the universal

object , carried out each, by violent disjunction from the other,

into nerveless pantomimeand sham . Thus seemingly far apart,,

however, they are in reality always closely related ; just as all

extremes, by the force of iheir own falsehood, have an inpate

tendency to react, pendulum -wise, into the very opposites from

which they seem to fly. Hence, the familiar observation , that

Romanism in many cases leads to rationalism and infidelity. In

bursting the bonds of mere blind authority , a Ronge has nopower

to stop in true Protestantism , but swings clear over into the dark

void of full unbelief. So it is not unnatural, on the other side ,

that Rationalisın should lead the way occasionally to popery and

superstition . This transition we see exemplified in the case of

Mr. Brownson. He himself, indeed , speaks of his conversion at

times, as if it had come upon him by a sort of miracle, without

any such preparation in his previous life. But it is easy enough

to see that such was not the case. Forced to feel the hollowness

of the ground on wnich he first stood , bis mind had been for

years before seeking some better settlement, by a succession of

experiments, which , though not, of course , to his own conscious

ness, yet in truth and in fact, looked all along towards the full

spiritual somerset, in which they came at length to an end. That

they reached this end finally , instead of stopping in some inter

mediate position , was owing in his case , not to the levity and in

constancy of his mind, but to its earnestness rather and logical

severity . We should be very sorry to consider him here the coun

terpart simply of the infamous Ronge. As a general thing, we

may say , it requires far more earnestness to pass froin rationalism

to popery , than it does to make a like transition from popery to

rationalism ; and it must ever argue a most vitiated state of reli

gious feeling, where the second case is regarded with more tole

ration and respect than the first ; where the couversion of a Ronge,
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for instance , is glorified as the triumph of reason and truth , while

the conversion of a Brownson is resolved into sheer dishonesty

and caprice. Had the last seen properto bring his wanderings

to an end in Orthodox Congregationalism , in Presbyterianism ,

in old Lutheranism , or in Protestant Episcopacy, his mutability

in either case , thus far, would have seemed consistent and ratio

nal enough , at least within the bosom of his chosen communion.

And yet it was simply because he was more consistent and ratio

nal than multitudes in these several positions, that he could not

thus pause in his movement, but found it necessary to leave them

all behind , and to seek shelter for his wearied spirit in the bosom

of Rome. We mean not by this, that others may not occupy in

good faith such intermediate ground,without having been brought

to surmount in theirown minds the inward difficulty which made

this impossible for Mr. Brownson. They may do so , just because

they have never come to be sensible at all of the antagonistic

powers out of which the difficulty springs. Let the true nature

of this antagonism come to be feli, and their position will be

found at the sametime to involve a contradiction , out of which ,

with their reigning principle of religion , they can make no ratio

nal escape. So it was in the mind of Mr.Brownson. The very

principle which led him to renounce Unitarianism , made it im

possible for him to stop short of Romanism . With less light in

his understanding, or less firmness in his will , ne might have

forced it to come to a halt somewhere between. But this would

have been for him error only and not truth . The case deman

ded, for its right solution , a new religious principle and theory

altogether. Without this, he felt himself shut up to the alterna

tive already mentioned. He could not be a Congregationalist,

Presbyterian, Lutheran, or Episcopalian . He must be either a

Rationalist or a Romanist. Had it been possible, he might have

liked to be at once both ; but as the case could not allow this , he

made up his mind finally to bow as he best could to the authority

of the Pope. In all this , as we have said , we find no occasion

for disparagement or contempt. Our condemnation , rather, is

mingled with respect. We reverence earnestness and moral cou

rage, wherever they may come in our way ; and we know not

that they are more entiiled to such homage in the form of per

pelual stability and sameness, than they are in the form of neces

sary revolution and change. Calvin and Melancihon are both

great, the one in the uniformity, the other in the fluctuations, of

his faith . It is neither by moving, nor by standing still , that men

prove the worth of their religion . A faith which has never found

occasion to stir an inch from its first moorings, may be of far less

>
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value than that which has been carried by wind and wave to -a

wholly different shore . Nay,even a bad faith, in this view ,may
he entitled to greater regard , than a faith which is in form more

sound ; on the well known principle , that a living dog is better
tban a dead lion .

We are not among those again , who look upon Mr. Brown

son's championship of Romanism as either weak or of small ac

count. It is vain 10 affect, as some do, a supercilious contempt

for it , in this view . His mind is naturally of a very acute and.

strong character ; and long, earnest and vigorous exercise has

served 10 clothe it with a measure of dialectical agility and pow

er, such as we rarely meet with on the field at leastofour Ame

rican theology. His reading evidently is extensive and varied ;

though he is not free from the infirmity , we think , of passing it

off frequently, in an indirect way , for something more than its

actual worth . He allows himself, for instance , to refer at times,

to the German philosophers and theologians, as if he were perfectly

at home in their speculations; whereas we have never met with

any evidence of his having any more thorough acquaintance with

them after all , than that second -hand information which is to be

had through the medium of a foreign literature, particularly that

of modern France . On the contrary it is sufficiently clear, that

he bas not by any means mastered the best and most profound

results of the later German thought; he makes noproper account

of the history through which it has passed ; affects, indeed, to

make light of all history, as appliedto the progress of philosophy ;

and shows himself at fault especially, where the discipline of this

thought precisely should come to his help, or , at all events , be

intelligenily refused , if found wanting , and not merely waved

with magisterial hand to the one side . After every necessary

drawback, however, in this way, there can be no question of Mr.

Brownson's actual knowledge, as going in the walks of philoso

phy and history, quite beyond the measure of our reigning Ame

rican education . He is well fitted thus for taking the lead in

this country, as a defender of the Roman faith ; not because of

his having been trained 10 the science of it in the usual way; for

he acknowledges himself that no such study went before his con

version ; but in virtue of his general Protestanttraining,his famili

arity with American life, and the dexterity with which, as a prac

tised athlete, he is able to throw his whole strength now into the

direction of this new creed . There is a freshness and force in

this way in his polemics, which they could not so well possess,

perhaps, under any different form . However superior the drilled

generalship of a Möhler may be for the theological atmosphere
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of Germany, or that of a Wiseman for the ecclesiastical relations

of England, it may be doubted whether either of them is as well

prepared as Mr. Brownson for carrying the war bome to the spe

cial habit of thought that prevails with Protestantism on this side

of the Atlantic . He is a born Puritan , steeped by education in

the element of New England life ; the first, probably , who, with

anything like the same amount of intellectual culture, has made

the transition to Romanism from this most uncatholic coast . He

is intimately familiar thus with Puritan modes of thought and

forms of life, and is able to take direct account of them continu

ally in the management of his own cause. He deals with Pro .

testantism mainly , as he finds it living and working , at the pre

sent time, in these United States , though not without an eye

always to its condition and character also in other countries. His

Review altogether, for one who is prepareil to take any real inte

rest in theology and the Church ,must be felt to carry with it

more than common weight and force ; with all its scholastic sub

tleties and offensive dogmatism , is possessed of much vivacity

and point; and is far more readable , it must be confessed , than

a large proportion of our current controversy on the opposite side .

It is just one of the miseries of our fashionable pseudo-protes

tantism , that it legitimates and accepts so readily every sort of

polemical assault upon Rome, without proof or examination ; as

though it were the easiest thing in the world , to fight this battle

to purpose; in consequence of which, we are flooded here with

more insipid trash, in the name of religious argument, than is to

be met with probably in any other quarter. It is with a most

wretched grace , that such easy literature , whether figuring in the

newspaper, catch -penny book, rostrum , or pulpit, allows itself to

overlook and despise the vigorous pen of such a man as Brown .

son , as though it were a flourish of mere empty words and noth .

ing more. There is nothing gained in the end, but much lost ,

rather, by such imbecile scif- conceit. Over against its blind

though proud pretensions, it is no wonder that true learning on

the other side should be excited at times to indignant scorn . Mr.

Brownson has full right to retort on this spirit, as he often does

with withering sarcasm , its own commonplace charges against

Romanism . It will not reason ; it seis all logic at defiance ; it

shrinks from the ligh :; it goes blindly and dumbly by its own

tradition ; it substitutes cant for argument and thought; it turns

The Bible into a nose of wax , to suit its own taste ; it play's popea

as fully as though it were itself the bearer of the triple crown,

and held all the thunders of the valican in iis hand . As com

pared with a very large amount of our popular literature against
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Popery in this form , we are constrained to admit, however hu

miliating the confession may be , that the Review before us bears

away the palm completely , as regards both dignity and strength .

It is not unnatural, thatMr. Brownson himself, with such sense

as he must have necessarily of his own superiority to the false

Protestantisın now noticed , (which he of course is very ready to

accept also , as the only proper representative of Protestantism in

its true form ,) should feel his championship of the Roman faith

to be of more than ordinary account. He takes pains, it is true ,

to speak very modestly and humbly of his own deserts; as though

he felt himself to be a learner only in this school, and had no

right to open his lips in any other capacity . But it is still plain

enough , through all this show , that he secretly considers himself

notwithstanding, to be something of a giant in the Protestant

controversy , and has good hopes of making himself appear so

also to others. His tone is bold ,confident, overbearing and harsh .

He moves throughout with the air of a man, who takes himself to

be thoroughly master both of his own cause, and of that of all his

opponents besides. He deals his blows like a conscious Hercu

les, sent forth on divine errand to reform the world . And what

is of still more account in the case, his mission in this view seems

to receive , not doubtfully, the approbation and sanction of the

Church of which he has now become so zealous and dutiful a

son . His conversion is counted an important gain , with that of

Hurter and Newman , we may well suppose, throughout the Ro

man world . At all events, it is felt to form a sort of epoch for

Ronanism in America. Already he has succeeded in gaining

fully, as it would appear, the confidence of his ecclesiastical su

periors in this country ; and neophyte and layman though he be,

a

>

' Mr. B. is fond of appealing to his own past history and experience, in

a way that shows he has not lost the sense of his personal importance towards

the world , however much of a child he may feel himself in the arras of the

Church. He takes it for granted always , that he has made the whole circle

of Protestant knowledge , and has no need to go beyond himself to under

sland any question here thrown in his way . “ Think you that we," he ex

claims, “ who, according to your own story, have tried every form of Protes

tantism , and disputed every inch of Protestant ground , would cver have

left the ranks of Protestantism in which we were born , and under whose

banner we had fought so long and suffered so much , if there had been any

other alternative for us.” — July, 1846 , p . 386. Prof Park, Emerson , Nean

der, Newman, Schaff, Bushnell, &c., in their most profound attempts to get

al the intrinsic reason of things, simply go over ground which was familiar

long since to his feet, but which a logic still deeper than theirs compelled

him afterwards again to abandon.-Oct. 1845, p. 511 , p. 546.Jan. 1847, p .

84. - April, 1847, p. 276.- Oct . 1849, p. 497.p
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is counted worthy to takea foremost place among the expound
ers and defenders of the Roman faith. At the close of the late

Council in Baltimore, through the suggestion of Bishop Ken

rick , of Philadelphia , a brief note was addressed to Mr. Brown

son , signed by both the archbishops and twenty -three bishops ,

for the purpose of seconding and encouraging his literary lavors

in defence of his newly adopted creed , of which he is acknowl

edged to have proved himself an able and intrepid advocate.

This, it must be confessed , is no ordinary recommendation . Com

ing from such a quarter, and under such a form , it carries with

it peculiar significance and force. No wonder that Mr. Brown

son should be pleased with it,and thank the prelates " again and

again for their act of unexpected and spontaneous kindness.” It

is, in truth , a solemn imprimatur affixed to his Review , by the

universal Roman Catholic Church in America ; which, of course,

in such view, well deserves the attention also of those who stand

on the outside of this Church and seek only its destruction . “ No

higher testimonial could be asked ,” says the happy editor , “ and”

no higher, out of Rome, could be given ; and to say we are
grateful, is to say nothing. We thank the eminent prelate who

drew up the letter , and each and all of the illustrious Archbish

ops and Bishops who generously signed it , and gave us their

approbation and a pledge of their support. It was more than

we deserved , more than we can deserve,more than any editor can

deserve ; but we will do our best not to make them regret their
generous act. We should be oppressed with their approbation,

did we not know that whatever merits this journal may have , as

a Catholic journal, they are due not to us, but principally to ihe

distinguished Bishop of this diocese , and his learned and venera

ble clergy, who have always been ready to instruct our ignorance ,

and to advise and direct us in the course proper for such a journal

to pursue , and in the proper views to be taken of the several

important theological questions we have discussed . To them

pertain the merits of the Review ; to us alone its faults and im

perfections, which we hope will diminish with time and expe

rience.” - July, 1849 , p . 412 .

This extract goes to illustrate both sides of the relation , which

it brings ostentatiously into view . The favor of the reigning

priesthood is conditioned and reciprocated, by the unlimited obe

dience that is found basking in its sunshine. Mr. Brownson

makes a point of being, in this respect , a Roman of the Romans,

with whom no half-way measures can go down. His theory ,

from the start, is a sort of violent protestation against Protestant

ism , the absolute negative of all that this affirms, by which he
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holds himself bound to part with his own independence altogether

in matters of religion, and place his faith submissively in the

hands of the Church,as an outward authority ordained of God

for such purpose . The alternative with him is, law from within

or law from without ; one or the other, and one always so as to

exclude the other ; and having satisfied himself that the first, in

such abstract view , runs out inevitably into rationalisin and nihility ,

he considers himself shut up to the necessity of accepting the

opposite rule, as the only forın in which it is possible to have

part at all in a really supernatural religion . To this necessity ,

ihus apprehended as a law of logic merely , Mr. Brownson , wea

ried and worn out with his own long attempt to find bottom in

the miserable bog of a churchless independency, holds himself

now bound, it would scem , as a rational man , to bring all his

powers into subjection , cost what it may in any other view .

Such an outward authority of the Church being granted to hold

in any form as the necessary medium of faith , it follows plainly

enough that the best claim to it lies with the Church of Rome.

He is the best Christian , then , who most resolutely brings both

his reason and will into captivity to the authority of this Church ,

as it is found embodied from age to age in thevoice of its hier

archy. Having reached this conclusion, Mr. Brownson seems

resolved to follow it to the death . He feels rightly enough, that

if it be good for anything at all , it must be good for everything;

as a well built arch is only made more firm and strong,by piling
new weight upon its shoulders ; and he is determined , accord

ingly, to let the world see that he has confidence in his own

logic ,and power also to bend his New England nature to its iron

requisitions. As he tells us himself soinewhere, his soul recoils

from the mortal sin of being inconsequent, or holding premises

which he is not prepared tofollow out to their natural and neces

sary end . Has it become thus a maxim of reason with him , lo

obey with unquestioning faith the Roman Church ? He will be

rational then in such style, to the full end of the chapter. He

will allow no sort of compromise with any rule besides. He

will play the very Yankee himself in this new game; he will

be a Puritan Romanist ; making a king still of his own mind,

and wilfully forcing his very will itself, to fall in with the new

theory of faith he is thus brought to embrace. Hewill abjure

philosophy in religion, and take all in the way simply of autho

rity. It shall be his reason here to silence reasoning, and his

will to have no freedom whatever. Thus firmly set in his own

mind to follow out his new principle at all hazards, Mr. Brown

son has had no trouble apparently in complying with even its

a
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most extreme demands. He is at once a very ultramontanist, a

downright Italian , in the plenitude of his obedience and faith ,

who can swallow even a camel, if need be, in the way of edify

ing example to less vigorous believers . Not content to affirm the

infallibility of the Roman Church, he is willing to lodge this di

vine attribute, without farther ado, in the person of the ruling

Pope .' He pays his devotions to the Virgin Mary,as though he

had been born and bred to it in the natural way. He makes

himself quite at homein the region of Roman Saints, legends,

relics and miracles , as if he had been used to it all his life. At

all times, and in all things , he carries himself most dutifully

towards the priesthood , who form to his eyes the medium of all

truth and authority in the Church, and from whose lips in such

view the common layman is required to accept both without

doubt or contradiction . His tone towards these spiritual supe.

riors, as contrasted especially with the confidence and self -reliance

he is accustomed to exhibit in other directions , is to affectation

humble,we might almost say at times sycophantic and servile.

“ It would be presumptuous in us,” he says in relation to Bishop

Kenrick's work on the Primacy of the Apostolic See , " to speak

of the doctrines set forth in this book , eiher to commend or to

The layman , because an editor or reviewer, is not re

lieved from his obligation to submit to his spiritual superiors, or

to learn his faith from those the Holy Ghost has set in the Church

to teach and to rule the flock. Yet on matters of private opin

ion , each man , whether layman or not , may entertain and express,

reverently ,hisown opinions." — April,1845, p .263. So through

out. He is not simply a learner , but a passive receiver of theo

logical knowledge , professedly, at the feet of the bishops and

priests. He is careful to let usknow , that in the conduct of his

Review , he is to be considered , theologically , the echo simply of

the proper masters of his faith, the bishop of Boston and his

learned clergy . “ The Catholic Church , faith and worship, as

censure.

" The Papacy is the Church , the Pope the Vicar of our Lord Jesus Christ

on earth, and if you war against the Pope, it is either because you would

war against God, or because you believe God can lie. If you believe God

has commissioned the Pope, and that God will keep his promise, you must

believe his authority is that of God , and can be no more dangerous than

would be the authority of our Lord , were he present to exercise it in per

son ." - Jan. 1847, p . 130.— “ Wecopy below the Encyclical Letter of our Holy

Father, Pope Pius IX . We have no room for commenis, and should not offer

any if we had . In it God speaks to us by his Vicegerent on earth , and it is

ours to liste believe, and y ." — April, 1847, p . 249. “ Certainly, when

the Pope decides , we submit, for we recognize his right to decide, and we

believe his decisions are infallible." - Jan . 1846, p. 100.
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they are , always have been , and always will be till the end of

time, is what we have einbraced, what we love , what we seck

to defend , not relying on our own private judgment, but receiv

ing the truth in humility from those Almighty God has commis

sioned to teach us, and whom he has commanded us to obey . "
- Jan. 1846. p . 136. This is Romanism in full force ; such as

may be held to be fairly entitled to its reward, in the smiling

approbation with which so many bishops and archbishops have

seen fit to honor it before the world .

Mr. Brownson having thus violently given himself away to a

theory of the Church which puts an end to all private thinking

in religion, makes a merit apparently of the most violent consis

tency , in following it out to jis most difficult consequences on all

sides. The Christian salvation is for him a process thatgoes like

clock-work . To his New England mind , the operation of the

machine is all seliled , as clearly as two and twomake four, by

the fixed nature of its pullies and wheels. The maxiin , Out of

the Church no salvation, he applies at once to the Roman com

munion exclusively, and takes pains to shut out as much as pos

sible every sort of hope in favor even of the best men beyond.

Out of this Roman Church indeed , as his theory requires, he

holds that there can be no act of true faith . Protestantisin then ,

in its best shape , is a sham , that leans always towards open infi

delity ; and its virtues are to be counted hollow and deceitful,

even where they may seem to carry the most pious and heavenly

show. ' The Reformation was wholly without reason or neces

sity , and had its rise in worldly motives far more than in any true

zeal for the glory of God . Luther and Calvin were bad men,

and tools besides of men worse than themselves. The Church ,

as it stood before, was steadily moving in the right direction ;

while this revolution, so far as it prevailed , served only to hinder
and embarrass the march of true christian improvement, causing

the sun mark to go back on the dial plate of ihe world's civiliza .

tion , God only knows how far. Protestantisin rolls forward from

the very start, by its own weight, to infidelity and nihilism . lis

life is to be sought always on the side nearest this result , and not

in its more respectable forms; for these are always more orless ossi

fied and dead . Its only fair representation at this time accordingly , is

found in transcendentalism ,pantheistic atheism , and communism .

Not only is the history of the Roman Church before the Refor
mation full of testimony to her divine character, as the patron

and prop of all good in the world , whether in the form of reli

gion , science, politics or social life; but her history since also , as

compared with that of Protestantism , is powerfully suited to in
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culcate the same lesson . The advantage often claimed in favor

of Protestant nations , is more specious than solid . ' Puritanism

especially , here in America , is little more than a bag of wind.

Professor Park only raves, when he tell us that“ Romehas trained

a smaller number of original thinkers, for the last three hundred

years, than have arisen from even half the number of Protestant

churches.” If the assertion mean, not soap bubble blowers,but

men of solid learning, and clear as well as profound thought,Mr.

Brownson denies it, and pledges himself, “ after making all pro

per allowance for the excess of Catholic population over the

Protestant , to produce ten Catholics to every one Protestant the

Professor will bring forward.” - 1845 , p . 495. “ The Catholic

cantons of Switzerland are more truly enlightened than the Pro

testant.” Spain, Portugal , and Ireland, bear comparison favora -

bly with Holland, Denmark , and Scotland. The laboring

1« We deny, positively deny, that in moral and intellectual science, prop

erly so called, Protestants have made the least progress , or that their phil

osophers have assertained a single fact or a single principle not known and

recognized by the Schoolmen . - You talk of “ the Dark Ages” -dark forsooth ,

as Coleridge, one of your own number, tells you , because you have not

light enough to read them . We know something of your Protestant phi

losophers , and there are absolutely only four Protestant names, that it is not

discreditable to one's own knowledge to call a philosopher, and it is doubt

ful if any one of these was really a Protestant. We mean Leibnitz, Kani,

Hegel and Hobbes. - In theology you are as badly off as you are in philoso

pny. You have no more respectable theological work than Calvin's Insti

iutes , which none of you now accepi, -unless with a qualification .-Saving

some branches of physical science, in which the progress effected is far less

than is imagined , Protestants have really contributed nothing of any real

importance to the progress of the human mind . We know the Proiestant

boasts , and we know what Protestants have done. Not one of the great

inventions or discoveries, which have so changed the face of the modern

world , with the exception, perhaps, of the mule and jenny , and a few other

inventions in labor savingmachinery, all of which we look upon as a curse,

are due to them . Every thing degenerates , except material industry , in their

hands ; and yet , they have the singular impudence to accuse the Catholic

Church of injuring the mind ." - Oct. 1845, p. 492-494 .

* The literature of our country, such as it is , and it is nothing at best lo

boast of, we owe to authors not of the Puritan or Calvinistic school . The

profoundest works of the Puritan school in this country are Edwards on the

Will, and on the Affections, Hopkins' Sysłem of Divinity, and Dwight's Theology.

The school does litile else than republish from England and Scotland , trans

lale from the German , or compile from foreign scholars . And yet our Puri

tan Professor, (Park ,) with the tailofa Dutch goose in his cap for plume,

steps boldly forward, and accuses Catholicity of being hostile io the mind,

and seriously charges the Catholic Church with being deficient in great

philosophers and eminent preachers. " - Od . 1845, p . 494.

8 « Not to Catholicity, but to the policy of England and the Church by law

established, must we look for Ireland's degradation . We would willingly let

the question itself turn on the instance of Ireland . We want no better evi

dence to prove the superiority oi Catholicity over Protestantism ." - 1845, p.496 .
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classes are much more degraded in England, than they are in

Austria , in Italy , or in Spain. The Austrian clergy are not infe

rior to the Prussian , nor the Bavarian to the Saxon ; and “ 10

represent the present body of the French clergy , whether of the

first or of the second order, as inferior to the English , betrays an

ignorance or a recklessness that we were not prepared for even in

our Andover Professor.” — 1845, p . 495-497 . " So everywhere.— p

Mr. Brownson forces himself to see only evil in Protestantism ,

and in Romanism only goodness , beauty and grace . However

black this last may seem 10 other eyes, it is still comely to his as

the tents of Kedar or the curtains of Solomon . Out to Ireland

and Mexico even , he is ready to say of it : Thou art all fair, my

love , there is no spot in thee.”

Now to our mind, all this wholesale sweeping style is adapted

to beget distrust , rather than to inspire confidence. It seems to

involve a desperate determination to carry out a given theory , at

all costs. Mr. Brownson's new orthodoxy sits on him with an

air of stiff unnatural mannerism and constraint. It is too much

a thing of logic and outward rule. It is so bent on being straight,

that the very effort causes it 10 lean over from its own perpen

dicular. Its want of full inward security is betrayed , by the per

petual tendency it shows to assert itself in an extreme way.

The man draws enormously on our faith , who requires us to

take the vast fact of the Reformation , with all its consequences

down to the present time, as either a mere zero, or as something

far worse than zero , in the history of the world and the Church .

It comes before us , not as a side current simply in the stream of

life, but as a force belonging plainly to its central channel. It

bad its ground and necessity in what went before. Whole ages

looked towards it previously as their proper end . It is not more

clear that the civilization of the modern world grew up in Europe,

than it is that its growth and progress produced the Reformation.

The fact carries in itself a universal significance, a force that

reaches into politics , literature, and philosophy, as well as religion ,

and is capable thus of scientific exposition , as a necessary crisis

in the course of Christianity . That it was in truth of such uni

versal sense and force , is made evident by the vast agitations and

changes that grew out of it in the sixteenth century ,and the con

sequences , broad, mighty, and deep , that have continued 10 pro

ceed from it down to the present time. Whatever our estimate

may be of the worth of these, in themselves considered , it seems

not possible for any sober mind to call in question their historical

significance and moment. Protestantism , plainly , has not been an

interlude siinply, during the past three hundred years, in the

>
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drama of the world's life. It belongs to the history of the period ,

in the fullest sense of the terın . So far as the world cau be said

to have had a universal historical life at all , since the time of

Luther, it must be acknowledged to have had its stream mainly

in the line of Protestantism . Whether for weal or for woe, Pro

testant nations have taken the lead in the onward movement of

humanity ; and Protestant principles and interests have controlled ,

to a great extent , all its more prominent developments and posi

tions. Unless, then , we choose to give up all faith in history , as

a revelation of God's mind and will, we must bow before this

great fact of three hundred years with earnest reverence, and

admit that it has a meaning in it for the kingdom of God , in some

way worthy of its vast proportions. Suppose the worst even in

iis case , that Protestantism , namely, is destined to prove a failure

altogether, still it would be in the highest degree unphilosophical

and irrational to deny its significance at least in this view , as the

medium of transition for the Church to a better and brighter state ,

that could not have been reached without such a period of inward

contradiction going before . The honor of God, the credit of

religion , require that a movement which has so covered the field

of history for so long a time, should in some form be acknowl

edged to carry with it a truly historical force , and to enter into

the universal mission and plan of Christianity for the salvation

of the world. If the space filled by Prolestantism may be vio

lenily set aside as a blank in history, it would be hard to namo

any other period of equal duration which we might not as easily

set aside in the same way . We ought to haveno patience with

men , who turn the first three centuries of Christianity into a sheer

waste of sand , to suit their own miserable prejudices ; and just

as little too with those , who see only a long night of unmeaning

desolation in the centuries that follow the downfall of the old

Roman civilization ; regardless, in the first case , of the world

triumph by which Christianity was steadily conducted to the

Throne of the Cæsars, and in the second case , making no account

of the no less magnificent new world triumph , which was accomp

lished in its mastery of the wild elemenis from which Europe

draws its present life. Our faith in God ,above all our reliance

op Christ's special promise not to forsake bis Church to the end

of the world, will not allow 118 to acquiesce in the thought of any

such vast hiatus or inorganic chaos in the history of Christianity.

But why, we ask , should we have any more patience with this

style of thinking, when we find it applied to the period since the

Reformation , than we have for it as applied to the period before ?

Is it less arbitrary and pedantic, less frivolous and profane, to treat
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the great fact of Protestantism , clearly belonging for three hun

dred years past to the central history of the world, as a nullity ,

dream , the oversight of a sleeping Christ , than it is to look upon

a like term of centuries a thousand years since, in the same dis

honorable light ? The fact is too wide , too deep, too overwhelm

ingly significant, to be set aside in that way . Make Protestanism

to be as badas you please, still springing as it has done from the

inmost depths of modern civilization , and filling as it does the

middle channel of modern history, we are bound by all faith in

God and in Christ, to hold it of necessary sense and value in

some way, for the final triumph of Christianity under its true

and right form . History here, as well as elsewhere , must be

allowed to be rational, worthy of the Mind by which it is actua

ted , and not the sport simply of wild winds and waves. Christ,

Head over all things to the Church , has not been asleep, nor out

of the way , in the rise and progress thus far, of a movement so

vast in its consequences. Ii is something monstrous, on the part

of Mr. Brownson, then , that he affects to make such small account

of Protestantism , and will not allow it to be of any historical sig.

nificance whatever, for the last end of Christianity. Such an

assumption is a great deal 100 violent ; and for one who has come

10 have any sense at all of the divine character of history, over

throws itself, while it destroys at the same time the credit of the

source from which it proceeds. Romanists must learn to find

some sense, and not mere Devil's play, in the Reformation , if

they expect to be heard respectfully in the scientific world in op

position to its claims. If Mr. Brownson should set himself to

denounce and ridicule the Allegheny mountains or the Missis

sippi river, as useless or absurd accidents in nature, we do not see

why it would be more reproachful to his philosophy and religion ,

than it is for bin to put scorn in like style on the vast creations

of history , that come before us during the past three hundred

years in the form of Protestantism ; for sure weare , that a con

tinent, shorn of its highest mountains and mightiest streams,

would not miss its own universal sense more , than the tract of

the world's general life must do, if the events of the last three

hundred years were swept from the face of it as a mere imper

tinence or blank noihing.

Mr. Brownson however, is consistent with himself, and true

also to the genius of his Church , in this violence offered to his

tory . He abjures the true idea of history, and will not allow it

to be of force for the period before the Reformation, any more

than for the period following History, in its very conception,

implies progress ; not fixed sameness, but unity in the form of
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movement and change; the counterpart in time of what the

manifold is in space , for an organic whole, as distinguished from

mere number without unity. The sense of this is what we mean

by historical feeling, and faith in history as the immanent force

of a divine , and so of course supremely rational thought. But

all such sense Mr. Brownson appears entirely to lack , or else

resolutely to resist . History for him is no continuous living crea

Lion, that actualizes always more and more its own interior sense ,

and never falls away from a steady urgency towards its own last

end ; but a system rather of outward combinations and changes,

over which God presides in a mechanical way , much at best as

a chess player, whose business it is to keep the gamein his own

bands, through every new phase of the checkered board on

which it is carried forward . The celebrated English convert,

Mr. Newman , made an attempt to enlist the idea of development,

which it is becoming so hard , in the face of modern science, for

any truly scientific mind to withstand, in the service of the Ro

man Catholic Church. Against ibis pretension , however, it will

be remeinbered, Mr. Brownson , a mere novice himself still in

Romanism , but under the safe guidance of course of the powers

above him , came out with the inost determined contradiction and

opposition . He saw and felt, correctly enough, that Romanism

could not stand successfully on that ground , and he is to be

acknowledged here, accordingly , a true and faithful expounder

of its proper spirit and sense. Romanism is , by its very consti

tution , unhistorical. It lays claiın indeed to history and tradi

tjon as wholly on its side, over against the abstract thinking that

pretends to fetch all faith plump from the Bible ; but the claim

is overthrown by the fact, ihat it withdraws from history the idea

of inward moving life, without which it has no title io its own

name, and turns it thus into an existence, which is just as abstract

on its own side , as the abstraction it pretends to fly from on the

other. Roinanism takes the truth of Christianity for an outward

fact, entrusted for saſe -keeping to its own hands , out of which

it is to be dispensed of course in an outward way for the use of

men in all ages. In this form , it must be taken to be perpctually

the same, not simply as a living law in the liſe of the world itself,

but as a formal deposit , also , and tradition in such outward style.

Its history in such view, is that of a mountain , always the same

through all changes of sun and storm that may play upon it

froin age to age . Only so, can the conception of its line-and

plummet infallibility be fairly carried through . Iminense diffi

culties , it is true, lie in the way of this view, when we try to

make it square with facts. Romanism , as it now stands, seems
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to be anything but a facsimile of primitive Christianity, and the

evidences of change may be said to meet us from almost every

page of Church history. No two centuries appear to be alike.

Sull the theory requires it to be otherwise , and to this all facts

must be made to bend, by violent hypothesis at least, if in no other

way . Mr. Brownson has his fixed idea here , like every other

good Romanist, and shows himself a perfect Hegelian in requir

ing it to underlie and rule the construction of history from first

to last. The Church has been monotonously one and the same.

if we are to take his word for it, from the beginning. Only error

and heresy change ; truth stands like a rock, against the face of

which their rolling waves beat , age after age , without impression

or effect. All Christian doctrines came forth from God full and

complete in the beginning, and have been handed down by the

Church, as an outward deposit, to the present time . The law

of history is allowed to hold in other spheres of life. There is

growth in nature. Humanity too , in its natural form , subsists

by evolution and progress. Religion moreover meets us as a

moving fact in the Old Testament. But all such growth con

tradicts, we are told, the proper conception of Christianity . Only

sects here have any development; and then it is always away

from the truth and against it . Mr. Newman's theory is applica

ble to the secis, but not at all to the Church . “ He forgets that

she sprung into existence full grown, and armed at all points, as

Minerva from the brain of Jupiter ; and that she is withdrawn

from the ordinary law of human systems and institutions by her

supernatural origin, nature, character , and protection . If he had

left out the Church, and entitled his book, An Essay on the

development of Christian Doctrine, when withdrawn from the

Authority and supervision of the Church , he would have writ

ten , with slight modifications, a great, and valuable book. It

would then have been a sort of natural history of sectarism , and

been substantially true . But applying his theory to the Church,>

" " Catholicity is immovable and inflexible, one and the same always and

everywhere ; for the truth never varies . He who knows it in one age or

coupiry, knows it in all. But with the secis it is far otherwise. They must

needs obey the natural laws of development , strengthened and intensified by

demoniacal influence . Their spirit and tendency, indeed, are always and

every where the same, but their forms change under the very eye of the

spectator, and are rarely the same for any iwo successive momenis. Strike

where Protestantism is, and it is not there . It is in perpetual motion , and

exemplifies, so far as itself is concerned, the old heathen doctrine, that all

things are in a perpetual fux. You can never count on remaining sta

lionary long enough for you to bring your piece to a rest and take deliberate

aim . Youmust shoot it on the wing."-Oct . 1947, p. 417.
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and thus subjecting her to the law which presides over all human

systems and institutions, he hus , unintentionally, struck at her

divine and supernatual character. The Church has no natural

history, for she is not in the order of nature, but of grace."

July , 1846, p . 366. This is sufficiently clear. Christianity has

no history, and enters not into the law of time, as this holds of

all human existence besides. It owes nothing to history , but in

truth stands wholly on the outside of it , as an unvarying super

natural fact , preserved by mechanical tradition from the start

exactly as it is now held and taught in the Roman Church . With

such a theory , it is easy to set aside Protestantism as a nullity ;

just as false Protestantisin on the other hand, finds it easy to set

aside all that crosses its humor in the ancient Church ; in the

same way precisely, in both cases , that the facts of geology are

shorn of all their force, for those who have no sense of what :

belongs to the organic constitution of nature, and think it enough

simply to resolve all phenomena into the abstract fiat of Jehovah .

Here, however, Mr. Brownson stands on common ground, for

the most part, with those who have entered the lists with him in

this controversy ; and it must be admitted that the advantage, in

such view , falls altogether to his side. He will have it that it is

only sectarism , or dissent from Rome, that moves in the way of

history . But our Protestant sects generally deny this. Rome

has moved, they tell us , by apostacyand corruption ; they repre

sent the primitive faith , as we find it in the Bible . History , in

the true sense, they reject and disowu . Christianity must be

accepted as " a full grown Minerva ;" only not from the living

Church, but from the written word; orasthe Episcopalians take

it , from the word and ancient tradition combined . It becomes

necessary, accordingly, to assert and defend Episcopalianism ,

Presbyterianism , Methodism , or whatever else it may be, as the

identical form of primitive Christianity, riglily of force for all

ages, and to treat all intervening variations in Church history, is

corruptions and aberrations from the truth . It is easy to see ,

however, that no form of moderu Protestantism can successfully

affirm iis identity with primitive Christianity ; if such identity be

taken to stand in the same forms of Church thought and Church

life . And if this be laid down as the necessary condition of

eccleciastical legitimacy, we see not truly how any effectual stand

can be made, by any of these bodies, against the pretensions of

Rome. Both sides claim divine right, in the same inhistorical

way, in defiance of all historical difficulties, on the ground sim

ply of abstract supernatural revelation . It needs of a truth a

supernatural commission, to legitimate such a claim under such
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circumstances. This Romanism pretends at least to show in

favor of itself ; while the opposite interest requires us to take in

lieu of it, simply what is by confession its own merely human

judgment and word . If Christianity be thus unhistorical, it is

easier on the whole to accept it under theRoman form , than it

is to be satisfied with it under any other. The theory still remains

unreasonable and violent in its own nature ; but it wins at least

a relative apology, by being made to appear the necessary alter

native of a scheme still more at war with reason than itself.

The false position thus taken by such unhistorical Protestant

ism , serves to entangle it in other wrong views, which it is not

hard to turn to the advantage of the opposite side. In this way ,

candor constrains us to acknowledge, Mr. Brownson too often

triumphs in argument over his opponents, not so much because

he is himself absolutely right , as because they unhappily place

themselves in the wrong.

In this warfare he wields a most active pen ; not confining

himself by any means, as some of his opposers might wish, to

the business of parrying and warding off thrusts from the con

trary side ; but seeking rather to carry the main brunt of battle

into the very heart of the enemy's country ; fiercely assailing

Protestantism in its own strongholds, and defying it to mortal

combat whereit is accustomed to look upon itself as most secure

and strong . His attacks in this way have been renewed and

repeated in various forms, particularly during the first two years

after bis conversion , according to the different aspects under which

the war was to be met ; for Protestantism , though a common

interest in one view as opposed to Romanism , is still a divided

interest within itself, that is notto be approached from all sides

exactly in the same way. Mr. Brownson seemed to lay himself

out systematically, from the start , for the demolition of its several

divisions and sections in detail. We have him at one time, ac

cordingly, directing his artillery against the pretensions of the

High Church Episcopalians; then in an article on the British

Reformers, against Bishop Hopkins, routing the theory of Low

Church Episcopalians ; then , against the Unitarian Examiner,

exposing the vanity of the No-church theory, which admits the

Church in name, but denies it in fact a theory not confined by

any means to Unitarians. Again we find him doing battle with

Methodism , then with Presbyterianism , then with Congregation

alism , then with Transcendentalism and Socialism , which form

in his view the natural and proper endof the whole Protestant

movement. In the midst however of all this variety of warfare,

conducted in all these different directions with so much versatility

VOL . II.-- N0 . 1 . 4*
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and spirit, the fundamental argument of Mr. Brownson against

Protestantism remains always the same, and is capable of being

reduced to comparatively narrow dimensions. He may be said

thus to have exhausted the whole force of it in his firstonset, or

series of assaults, so that his later polemical articles involve neces

sarily , in this respect, a considerable amount of self-repetition,

which for the intelligent reader can hardly fail to detract some

what at times from their interest.

The course of reasoning, which thus underlies Mr. Brown.

son's whole faith in Romanism ,' and to which wearecontinually

referred as the ultimate argument in his manifold debates with

Protestantism , may be reduced briefly to the following statement:
I. Christianity is a revelation made to men by God through

his Son , Jesus Christ , in other words, “ the truth which Jesus

Christ taught or revealed.” As such , it belongs, at least in part,

to the supernatural order , transcends nature , comes from beyond

the limits of human knowledge. It is something superadded to
nature . Grace, though having the same origin, is above the

order of creation , is not included in it,nor promised by it . It is ,

so to speak , an excess of the Divine Fulness not exhausted in

creation, but reserved to be superadded to it according to the Di

vine will and pleasure .” In this form , it is indispensably neces

sary for our salvation , but can be apprehended only by faith , whose

vocation and prerogative it is , as distinguished from science, thus

to make us sure of what transcends sense and reason .
The

object of faith here must be the very truth itself of this super

natural revelation, and notsomething else in its stead. The prob

lem of our salvation requires, that the supernatural, as revealed
by Christ and transcending ourknowledge , should be appropria
ted to our minds notwithstanding in the way of faith orsure

belief, so as to act upon us with the reality which belongs to it

in itsown sphere .-II . “ Faith, as distinguished from knowledge
and science, rests on authority extrinsic both to the believer and

to the matter believed . Knowledge is intuitive, finds its motives

of assent in the subject or person knowing. Science is discur

CC

-

1 “We had already convinced ourselves of the insufficiency of Natural

ism, Rationalism , and Transcendentalism ; we had also convinced ourselves

of the necessity of Divine revelation and of the fact that the Christian reve
lation was such a revelation . From this , by a process of reasoning which

may be seen in the first article of this number, we arrived infallibly at the

Catholic Church. The process is simple and easy . It requires no meta

physical subtlety, no long train of metaphysical reasoning. All it needs is

good common sense, a reverentspirit, and a disposition to believe on sufli.
cient evidence." April, 1845, p. 262
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sive, finds its motives of assent in the object or thing known .

“ But in belief I must go out of myself, and also out of thę

object, for my motives of assent.” It rests on testimony. All

turns then of course on thc auißority or credibility of the wit

ness, extrinsically considered . The supernatural cannotbeattes

ted or made sure in this way by anymerely natural witness; but

only by supernatural authority, that is, by God himself. Noth

ing less than Divine testimony can be a sufficient ground for faith

in what transcends nature. This however, we may rationally

trust in such case , if we have it ; “ because enough is clearly

seen of God from the creation of the world , and understood by

the things that are made, to establish on a scientific basis the fact

that he can neither deceive nor be deceived ; for we can demon

strate scientifically, from principles furnished by the light of nat

ural reason , that God is infinitely wise and good, and no being

infinitely wise and good can deceive or be deceived ." But now

to place our faith in contact truly with the authority of God, in

the case of a Divine revelation , the fact of the revelation must

be authenticated to us by a competent witness , and also the true

sense of it made certain in intelligible propositions; for if it be

a question whether the revelation is really from God , or if it be

taken in a wrong or doubtful sense, there canbe no apprehen

sion of God's testimony as it is, in the case , and so no apprehen .

sion through this of the supernatural to which it bears witness,

“ Faith in the supernatural requires, then , in addition to the wit

ness that vouches for the fact that God has made the revelation ,

an interpreter competent to declare the true meaning of the reve

lation . " And as faith is required in all times and places, these

necessary conditions of its exercise must be no l'èss universal, at

hand for all nations and through all ages , and of unmistakable

authority for the poor and illiterate as well as for the high and

learned . The witness and interpreter, moreover , must be infal

lible. Faith is a theological virtue, which consists in believing,

without doubting, what God has revealed , on the veracity of God

alone. “ He who has for his faith only the testimony of a falli

ble witness, who may both deceive and be deceived , has always

a reasonable ground for doubt , and therefore no solid ground for

faith . Therefore, since , with a fallible witness , or fallible inter

preter, we can never be sure that we are notmistaken, it follows,

if we are to have faith at all , we must have a witness and inter

preter that cannot err , therefore infallible. ” - IIÍ. As God requires

faith in his word , in order to salvation ,and this can have no place

without the conditions now mentioned , we are bound to believe

that these conditions sine qua non are by him provided for this

>
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end . Where then is the infallible witness and interpreter of

God's word , thus indispensable to the exercise of faith in what

it reveals , to be sought and found. It is not reason, whether as

intuitive or discursive. It is not the Bible ; because this itself

needs to be authenticated and interpreted by some infallible

authority beyond itself. It is not private illumination ; for that

at best would give only a private faith, while what we are requir

ed to have is a public faith , such as can be sustained by public

evidence, by arguments which are open to all and common to

all . “ No witness, then , remains to be introduced but the Apos

tolic ministry , or Ecclesia docens." Either this , or we have no

witness.-IV . This conclusion is abundantlysupported and made

good also , in the way of historical fact. " The ministry is the

organ through which Jesus Christ supernaturally bears witness

to his own revelation .” It is infallible, not in virtue of what it

is naturally, but by bis supernatural presence . Such supernat

ural qualification or competency might seem to be a fact itself

requiring again supernatural witness ; but it is not so ; the credi.

bility of the witness may be " supernaturallyestablished to nat

ural reason by means of miracles.” A miracle connects the nat

ural and supernatural , “ so that natural reason can pass from the

one to the other. Natural reason can determine whether a fact

be or be not a miracle ; and if it be so , can conclude from it

legitimately to the supernatural cause, and to the Divine com

mission or authority of him by whom it is wrought. Themira

cle is God's own assurance to natural reason , that he speaks in

and by the person who performs it ; in which case we have the

veracity of God for the truth of what the miracle - worker declares ,

and therefore infallible certainty ; for God can neither deceive

nor be deceived . So then the process of proof for the fact before

us , namely the infallible authority of the Ecclesia doccns, is sim

ple and easy." The miracles of Christ, historically certified or

made sure for natural reason , are sufficient to accredit his Divine

commission ,” and authorize the conclusion that whatever he said

or promised was infallible truth ; for whether you say Jesus was

himself truly God as well as truly man , or that he was only

divinely commissioned, you have in either case the veracity of

God as the ground of faith in what he said or promised. Sup.

pose then the fact that Jesus Christ appointed a body of teach

ers, and promised to be always with them to make them infalli

ble, and suppose also this fact made infallibly certain to natural

reason , by proper historical evidence ; have we not, in such case ,

infallible certainty that Jesus Christ does speak in and through

this body, and that it is absolutely secure thus from error in all
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it believes and teaches ? Here we have recourse to the New

Testament, which as a simple historical document may be infal

libly clear for private reason alone,in some of its contents,though

not in the whole. In Matth . xxviii. 18, 19 , 20 , Mark xvi. 15 ,

Eph. iv. 11 , we have the well known apostolical commission ;

which is declared to reach to the end of the world , and to have

regard to all nations. In such view, it requires and implies a

corporation or body, always identical with itself. This is the

Ecclesia docens, which with such constitution must be consider

ed corporately infallible, and whose voice all men consequently

are bound to obey as the voice of God.–V. Where now is this

corporate ministry to be found, at the present time. It cannot

be in the Greek communion ; still less in the Protestant . It is

then the Roman Catholic ininistry ; because it can be found no

where else , and because also its regular succession can be clearly

identified here from the beginning . 6. Then we sum up by

repeating , that Jesus Christ has instituted and commissioned an

infallible and indefectible body of teachers, and this body is the

congregation of the Roman Catholic pastors in communion with

their chief. The Catholic Church then is the witness to the fact

of revelation . What its pastors declare to be the word of God ,

is the word of God ; what they enjoin as the faith , is the faith

without which it is impossible to please God , and without which
we are condemned and the wrath of God abideth on us. What

they teach is the truth , the whole truth , and nothing but the

truth ; for God himself has commissioned them, and will not

suffer them to fall into error in what concerns the things they

have been commissioned to teach ." Out of this Church, of

course , no act of faith can take place; for faith is a theological

virtue, which can be elicited only in obedience to God's authori

ly , propounding truth in a supernatural and also public way ;

which we haveonly in the body of pastors , and teachers belong

ing to the Roman Catholic Church. See the article particularly

entitled, The Church against No- Church . - April, 1845 ; also

The British Reformation in the same volume ; Faith not Pos

sible without the Church . - Jan ., 1846 ; The Two Brothers, or

why are you a Protestant. - July, 1847 ; &c. , &c .

The main force of this reasoning lies in this , that the view

maintained is made to appear the only and necessary alternative

to another view, starting from the same premises, which is found

to be irrational and untenable . In both cases , Christianity is

taken to be a revelation of supernatural truth, which men are to

receive by faith , as something wholly out of themselves, that is

brought near to them for their use in a purely outward way.

-

9
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As it has its source and seat beyond their proper nature altogether,

so it cannot be allowed to find in this any rule or measure what

ever for its apprehension. It must be taken as a matter of mere
authority. The relation between the receptivity of faith on the

one side, and the propounded truth on the other, the subject nat

ural and the object supernatural, is held to be in no sense inward

and living, but mechanical only and juxtapositional, the one
remaining always on the outside of the other. How now is the

necessary connection between the two to be mediated , so as to

secure for faith a real possession of the heteronornic supernatural ?

We take it only on God's testimony ; God is true, and we may

rationally trust his word , if we have it, in so great a case . Very
good ; agreed so far on all sides. Now comes however another

question , How are we to be sure that God has spoken in the
first place , and then in the next place that we have his very

mind

or sense in what he has spoken ? It is not enough here to send

us to the Bible ; the question,still returns, How do we know that

the Bible is his word , and how are we to ascertain the mind of

the Spirit in what it teaches ? Inspiration is itself something

supernatural, of which faith needs to be infallibly assured, in

order that itmay be infallibly sure of what it reveals. Here

however a certain system of thought, which claims to be Protes

tantism, although it is not Protestantism in its true and genuine

sense but a corruption of it rather on the side towards Rationalism ,

is ready at once to respond : “ We need no infallible witness to

assure us of the revelation , other than the inspired Bible itself ;

the proofs of its divinity lie open to reason , and every man may

there get the mind of God out of it for himself . ” But with the

theory of revelation before noticed , by which it is taken to be

wholly outward and transcendent, and which resplves faith into

an assent to grounds which are extrinsic both to the object and

the subject, and to be found only in an authority that lies between,

it is plain that this short method of settling the matter must land

us at last in something very like infidelity itself. It is in truth

to subordinate the supernatural to the natyral , and to make the

private reason of every man ihe seal and certification of God's

oracles, sounded forth from a world which has this same reason

wholly on its outside. To say “ Man needs no revelation , but

only the fulldevelopmentof his nature ;” and to say : “ He may

by his nature assure. himself infallibly that he has a revelation

on the outside of him , and also make out what it means in the

same outward view. ;” are declarations that come to very much

the same result in the end. In either case we have substantial

rationalism , or a faith that has to do immediately and really, not
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with the supernatural at all in its own kind , but only with the

natural shoved in as a supposed intermediate witness in its name

and stead . Faith becomes a conclusion of logic ,and not the

substantiation of things invisible , immediately and directly , as

they are in their own nature . The case labors under a twofold

difficulty. First, the merely individual judgment is made to be

the measure of truth , without regard to the claims of mind in its

general character; which is in contradiction to the idea of hu

manity itself, as it comes before us on all other sides . Private

judgment, like private will , has no force of reason ever as pri

rate, but becomes rational only by ceasing to be private and

showing itself to be truly general. Then again , if it could be

regarded as sufficient andcomplete, it must still be held of no

power to bridge over effectually, in a real way , the impassable

gulph by which it is here taken to be sundered from the object,

of which faith needs to be infallibly certified and assured . The

theory of the Bible and Private Judgment then , under this

abstract form , cannot possibly bear examination . It is not only

false, but pernicious to the very life of faith . It runs at last into

mere naturalism and rationalism . Over against it , the argument

for the idea of the Church , the claims of Christianity in its uni

versal or catholic and historical character, and the necessity of a

truly Divine certification or witness of supernatural truth for

faith , is overwhelmingly conclusive. Without all this, Christi

anity has no power to save its proper divine credit. The alter

native is , faith in this form or infidelity.' Romanism thus far

is fully in the right; and if it can cause it to appear that its own

theory, as exhibited by Mr. Brownson, is the only way of escape

from what is thus opposed, we must feel ourselves bound cer

tainly , as we fear God and value bis salvation, to throw ourselves

into its arms.

At present, however, we do not see this theory to be such a

necessary way of escape from the ruinous system it so justly con

demns on the opposite side . On the contrary, it seems to us

intrinsically defective in its own constitution , as being nothing

less in truth than the reverse side of that same bad system itself;

which as such is found, on close inspection , to labor under sub

etantially the same difficulty and contradiction . Here, as there,

the difficulty is again of a double sort . The general is made to

' We propose to take up this subject again , some time hereafter, in the

way of a review of two interesting and profound tracts by the justly cele

brated Dr. Owen , on the Reason of Faith and the Causes, Ways and Means of

understanding the mind of God as revealed in his word.
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exclude the individual , as there the reverse ; in contradiction to

the idea of humanity, as we find it in the natural world. And

then, as before, no real bridge is madeto span the gulph that

divides the visible from the invisible. Both views are alike in

this, that theymake faith to rest on a conclusion of mere natural

reason, and will not allow the supernatural, as such , to come by

means of it into any real union with the natural . We will try

to make our meaning clear , as regards Romanism , by the follow

ing general observations, in the way of criticism onMr. Brown

son's argument in its defence.

1. The theory involves a general wrong against our human

constitution , naturally considered , inasmuch as it will not allow

its ordinary law of freedom to have force in the sphere of reli

gion , whichis that precisely in which it is required to make itself

complete. The general law of our nature is that mind must

fulfil its mission , not by following blindly a mere outward force

of any sort , but by the activity of its own intelligence and will ,

both as general and individual . It must move in the light that

springs from itself, and by the power it generates continually

from within . This moral constitution includes complex rela

tions , laws , organic interdependence , action and reaction, as in

the world of nature, on a vast and magnificent scale. Still to the

idea of it as a whole the conceptionof freedom appertains , in

the form now stated, as a necessary universal distinction . The

theory of Mr. Brownson however, if we rightly understand it ,

requires us to assume that in the highest form of religion , that

which is reached in Christianity, the human mind ceases to

be directly active in the accomplishment of what is brought to

pass in its favor, and is a passive recipient simply of foreign ac

tion brought to bear on it in an outward way. It does not help

the matter , that it is taken to be active with regard to Christianity

in a different sphere ; the difficulty is that no activity is allowed

to it in the realization of Christianity itself , as the highest fact of

the world. Christianity claims to be the perfection of man's

life ; this, in its ordinary constitution , unfolds itself by its own

self -movement, in the way of thought and will; but just here

all this is superseded by another law altogether ; the supernatural

comes in as the outward complement of the natural, in such sort

as to make the force of this last null and void in all that pertains

to its higher sphere.

II . This wrong against human nature becomes most imme.

diately plain , in the violence which the individual mind is made

to suffer, by the theory , in favor of what is taken to be general.

The existence of truth is objective, and in such view of course
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universal and independent of all private thought or will ; but as

thus objective it must be at the same time subjective , must enter

into particular thought and will , in order to be real. As object

merely, without subject, it becomes a pure abstraction . Mere

single mind can never be , in and by itself, the measure of either

truth or right; it must be ruled , and so bound, by the objective

or the authority of the general. On the other hand, however,

the general as such, mere law or object, is no such measure eiti

er, in and by itself ; to be so , it must take concrete form in the

life of the world , which resolves itself at last into the thinking

and willing of single minds. But now , in the case before us,

Romanism sets aside the authority of this order, which is found

to be of such universal force for the constitution of our nature

in every other view . Christianity is taken to be of force for the

world under a simply abstract form ; an outwardly supernatural

revelation , transcending the whole order of our common life, and

notneeding nor allowing the activity of man himself, as an in

telligent and free subject, to be the medium in any way of its

presence and power. Authority is made to be all , and freedom

nothing. The authority too is cut off and sundered from the

proper life of the subject,and in this way comes to no real union

with his intelligence and will . It comes from abroad , stands

over him in an outward way, and requires him to submit to it as

a foreign forcé . Authority thus is not mediated at all by man's

actual life ; is in no sense living and concrete, but aliogether

mechanical, rigid , and fixed . It is from the start a given quantity,

just so much , and nothing either more or less. It excludes pri

vate thoughtand will , according to Mr. Brownson . “ The two

authorities,” that of private thought and that of the Church,

“ may indeed co- exist ,” we are told , “ but not in regard to the

samematters; for one is the negation of the other ." The right

of private judgment is taken to be of force only where the autho

rity of the Church ceases ; as though each had its own territory

separate from that of the other, without the possibility ever of

any truly common jurisdiction . “ To assume the authority of

both private judgment and the Church on the same matters, is

absurd. One authority necessarily excludes the other. If it is

private judgment, then not the Church ; if the Church , then not

private judgment.” The office of reason ends, where authority

begins. “ We accept private judgment, as well as the Bishop

( Hopkins), and give full scope to the individual reason , but only

within its legitimate province . We reconcile reason and autho

rity by ascertaining the province of reason , and confining it with .

in its legitimate province . Questions of reason are to be decided
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by reason , but questions of faith are to be decided by authority ;

for all faith rests on authority, and would not be faith if it did

not." See article on the British Reformation.- Jan. 1845.'

Authority may override private reason , and make it null . Its

teachings and commands, in the case of the Church , “ constitute

the rule of truth and falsehood, right and wrong, good and evil.

It is no matter what you prove she teaches and commands; for

if it be clear that she teaches and commands it , we will maintain

that it is true, right, and good, against all gainsayers, even to the

dungeon, exile, or the stake , if need be." Articles of faith are

first principles,or axioms in religion, over which “ reason has no

natural rights , never had any, never can have any ; because they

lie out of her province, and belong to the supernatural, where

her authority does not extend.” So again : “ The articles of

faith are not taken from the dominions of reason , but they are

certain grants made gratuitously to her, extending, instead of

abridging, her authority , and therefore serve instead of injuring

her.” _ Oct. 1845 , p . 448–451 . This, and a great deal more to

the same purpose, shows clearly enough the relation in which

Mr. Brownson makes faith stand to reason ; and so the view he

takes of authority , or the claims of the general, as related to the

rights of the individual mind. He sees rightly enough that a

purely unbound freedom , liberty without law , is the very con

ception of slavery itselt; but does not stop to take into view the

other side of the truth , this namely, that a purely bound autho

rity , law without liberty, is slavery also . “ Liberty to hold and

teach ," he tells us, “ what the Sovereign Pontiff says we may ,

is all the liberty we ask ;" for this is liberty to obey God's law ,

the only liberty he allows to any man . “ Law is the basis of

liberty, and where there is no sovereign authority there is no law .

Liberty is not in being free of all law , but in being held only to

the law . We believe the Church, and the Pope as visible head

of the Church , is the organ through which Almighty God pro

mulgates the law. Consequently , in our own estimation at least,

in submitting to the Pope, we find, instead of losing our liberty ."

-Jan. 1846 , p . 101. Good. No law , no liberty. But sill ,

the planet is not free in being true simply to the law that carries

it round the sun ; and the animal is not free, that follows the law

of its own instincts. Law here is not enough. It must be met

by the spontaneity of a free subject, which with the power to go

aside from its orbit, makes the law notwithstanding the very form

of its own action, producing its authority purely and truly from

within. Certainly , the theory before us is ready to say , the law

must be obeyed freely, by the option and choice of the obeying
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subject ; but this requires no autonomy of the subject, in the con

stitution of the law , no voice in its legislation ; all the case de

mands or allows, is that on grounds extrinsic wholly to its con

stitution the subject be rationally persuaded that obedience is

wise and right. Is this however, more at last , we ask , than mere

prudence , or a skilful calculation of profit and loss ? Is the man

free who obeys the law, Thou shalt not kill, to avoid the gallows ?

Is it liberty to say white is black or black white , though it should

be said never so pleasanıly and glibly , because we are required

to do so by an authority which we feel it unsafe to resist ? Am

I free when I renounce my own intelligence and will , and accept

in their place another measure of truth altogether in no union

whatever with my personal reason , whether from the hand of

an earthly prince to buy political distinction,or from the hand of

a pope to buy a place in heaven ? Freedom ismore,a greatdeal,

than any such outward consent to the authority of law . It is

life in the law, union with it , the very form in which it comes to

its revelation in the moral world. Place the law as an objective

force on the outside wholly of the intelligence and will of those

who are to be its subjects , and at once you convert it into an

abstract nothing. This is the natural extreme of Romanism .

Against it , the Reformation formed a legitimate and absolutely

necessary reaction and protest. It is quite in the order of histo.

ry , that this protest should itself lead again to extreme results on

the opposite side , making the subjective everything and the super

natural objective next to nothing. But the cure for this is not

just the old error ; and howevermuch of force there may be in

Mr. Brownson's polemics, as directed against Parkerism , Social

ism , and Pseudo:protestantism universally, ( a force whichwehave

no wish certainly to deny or oppose .) it does not follow by any

means that Protestantism , as simply opening the way for such

abuse, is to be considered unsound and false from the start ; just

as little as the abuses of Popery show the Catholic truths to be

false, from which they can be shown to have taken their rise

It is still as true now , as it was at the beginning of the sixteenth

century, that the actualization of truth in the world, is some

thing which can be accomplished only through the medium of

intelligence and will on the part of the world itself; that liberty ,

in its genuine sense , is not simply the outward echo of authori

ty , but the very element of its life, and the co -efficient of its

power, in that which it brings to pass; that man is no passive

machine merely in the business of his own salvation ; that the

free activity of the individual subject in the world of mind, never

can be paralyzed or overwhelmed by the sense of law , as a
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nature foreign and transcendent wholly to its own nature, with

out such bondage as involves in the end the overthrow of reason

altogether.

The force of this position does not depend on the kind of au

thority , that is to be obeyed . Whether it be divine or human is

all the same thing , if it is taken to be something wholly on the

outside of the subject , in no way congenerous with his natural

constitution , a law beyond his own reason altogether and foreign

from his life. It is not in such view, that God exercises autho

rity . His will is never arbitrary, and so never abstract. Where

it touches men , it forms in truth the inmost and deepest reason

always of their own being ; and in such view , though it may

not be fully comprehensible, and though it could never have

been dreamed of without supernatural revelation , still it must be

allowed, even to the mystery of the Blessed Trinity itself, to

carry in itself such an organic agreement with the world's life

as otherwise known , and such a felt suitableness to the deinands

of reason , as may serve to evidence its rationality at least afar

off, and create thug a presumption in its favor from the start.

It will not do to say, that reason is absolutely passive in the

reception of what is propounded by Divine authority ; in such

way, for instance , that it would be as easy to allow five persons

in the Godhead as it is to allow three, or that a Hindoo avatar

might be believed as fully as the Christian Incarnation , on the

strength simply of God's outward word. It may be said indeed ,

and with truth also , that to be sure of God's word in the case is

to be sure of the intrinsic rationality of what it is thus supposed

to proclaim ; but this just shows, that we cannot be sure of his

word without some regard to the intrinsic reasonableness of what

it propounds, and that this itself accordingly is ever to be taken

as part of the evidence for the other fact. In other words , the

authority of the revelation is not abstract and foreign wholly

from the nature of the life, for which it is made . Our difficulty

here with Mr. Brownson , then , is not just that he arms the Pope

with divine authority, whereas he might seem to be only a com

mon man ; but that such authority, in the hands of the Pope or

anywhere else , should be taken to supersede andnullify so com

pletely the true idea of human freedom . The theory rests on a

wrong conception of what authority is in the world of mind ,

and so on a wrong concepiion of the true nature of the Church,

as the divinely constituted organ and bearer of Christ's will

among men , (as we too take it to be ,) to the end of time.

III. For as already intimated in some measure, the necessary

result of such a separation of liberty and law , the rights of the
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subjective and the claims of the objective, is vast wrong in the
end to the second of these interests as well as to the first. The

true idea of authority in the moral world , requires that it should

come to its revelation , under a concrete form , through the medi

um of the general life and in the way of history . With the

theory of Mr. Brownson , however, all ihis fails. The Church

is taken to be the infallible witness of God's mind in the Chris

lian revelation ; but not in virtue of her living wholeness as the

Body of him that filleth all in all , her life serving in such uni

versal form , as the natural medium for unfolding the full sense

of its own contents ; all this is precluded by the conception of

an abstract ministry , or ecclesia docens, on which the gift of

infallibility is conferred in a purely outward supernatural way .

This gift is not mediated at all, in any way , by the life of the

Church as a whole . The ecclesia docens is no organic product

and cutbirth of the new creation generally , which it is appointed

to serve. Its prophetical , priestly and kingly functions, are not

the activity of Christ's mystical body working itself forth collec

tively in such form , by appropriate organs created for the pur

pose. The ministry rather is independent of the Church ; it

has a life of its own ; itis a separate organization, through which

the higher powers of Christianity are carried forward, by a wholly

distinct channel , for the use of the world from age to age. These

higher powers too belong to it in a mechanical, magical way,

and not according to the ordinary law of truth and power among

men . It is objected to Mr. Newman, that he makes the general

mind of the Church the medium of christian knowledge. “ This

view , if followed out, ” we are told , “ would suppress entirely

the proper teaching authority of the Church, competent at any

moment to declare infallibly what is the precise truth revealed ;

or at least would raise the ecclesia credens above the ecclesia

docens, and reduce the office of the Church teaching to that of

defining, from time to time , the dogmatic truth which the Church

believing has gradually and slowly worked out from her implicit

feelings. The secret supernatural assistance would then altach

to theChurch believing, and superintend the elaboration, rather

than to the Church teaching; and if to the Church teaching at

all , only so far as to enable it faithfully to collect and truly define

what the Church believing elaborates." - July, 1846, p . 354 .

There is no room with this view , of course , for the conception of

anything like a progressive actualization of the life of the Church,

in the form of authority. As the infallibility which belongs to

her is independent of her natural constitution , abstract and not

concrete , so it lies also wholly on the outside of her proper hu
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man presence in the world. To be out of history , is to be out

of humanity . All this is encumbered with difficulty. We find

no clear account of it in the New Testament. What is said

there of the Church and its ministry, leads of itself to no such

conception. The two forms of existence are exhibited rather as

one ; the second proceeding organically from the first; the entire

constitution holding moreover under the character of Kfe, real

human life, in unity with itself throughout. It is not easy again,

to withstand the universal analogy of the actual world in favor

of the same view. Humanity , in all other cases, accomplishes

its destiny by organic co -operation, carried forward in the form

of history. Truth is brought to pass for it , through the medium

of its own activity , the whole working towards its appointed end

by the joint ministry of the parts , in such a way however, as to

be something more always than these separately taken . So it is

in the sphere of science ; so in the sphere of art; so in the sphere

of politics and social life. In each case , we have association,

organization , historical movement ; intercommunity of powers

and functions ; in one direction activity to guide and rule, in

another direction activity to obey and follow ;but this distinction

conditioned by the life of the corporation itself in its whole char

acter, and so always more or less free and flowing, not fixed

by arbitrary ordination from abroad. The same law is allowed

to have place in the sphere of religion too , beyond the precincts

of Christianity. Even Judaism , we are told , was not exempt

from its operation. But in the sphere ofthe Church, as it stands

siuce Christ, we are required to take all differently. As a super

natural constitution, it must not conform to the order of nature .

It must be neither organic , nor historical , nor human , in its higher

life; but one long monotony rather of mere outward law and

authority, superseding the natural order of the world , and con

tradicting it, age after age , to the end of time. The Roman

system carries in itself thus a constant tendency to resolve the

force of Christianity into magic , and to fall into the snare of the

mere opus operatum in its bad sense. It must be confessed, at

all events, that the theory , right or wrong, labors herè under a

difficulty, which it is byno means easy for a truly thoughtful

mind to surmount.

IV. This brings us to notice more particularly, in the next

place, the general relation in which the supernatural is taken by

this system to stand to the natural, and its corresponding view of

divine revelation . The two worldsare held to be wholly disjoined

and separate the one from the other , so that any connection which

is formed between them is regarded as outward only and not in
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the way of common life. The truth with which faith has to do

belongs to the “ supernatural order," which transcends altogeth

er, weare told, the order of nature ; holds out of it , above itand

beyond it ; and cannot come to any organic union with it , under

its own form . The two worlds are sundered by an impassable

gulph , as regards inward constitution and being; only by the

word of God, as an outward report , it is possiblefor faith, in the

sphere of nature , to be infallibly assured of what lies beyond in

a higher sphere . This abstract conception of the supernatural ,

as something that refuses utterly to flow into one life in any way

with the natural, may be said to underlie the whole theory of

Romanism , as we find it set forth by Mr. Brownson ; and it is of

so much the more force to lend it plausibility, as it is for sub

stance very generally accepted as correct , only with a less broad

application , by those who are most forward to opposeto oppose the pre

tensions of this system as vain and false . Much of our Protest

ant orthodoxy, it must be confessed, rests on precisely the same

abstract supernaturalism , in the view it takes of the Bible as the

medium of divine revelation ; without seeing that from such

premises we are shut up at last , without help or escape, to the

Romanist conclusion ; since if the matter of revelation be wholly

without self -evidencing power for faith , and such that it can be

received on the ground of outward divine authority or testimony

only, it follows plainly that we need also an infallible outward

witness in the Church, to assure us in like mechanical style

66

· We have a strong assertion of such transcendence in the article, “ Natur.

al and Supernatural.” - Jun. 1847, p . 110 , 111 , in reply to the allegation of an

opponent that man's capacity of knowing God, as faras it goes, can be only

through kindred powers. Why could not Newton's dog know Newton ?

Because he had not the kindred powers ." Mr. Brownson accepts the case

as in point, and turns it to his own use. The dog did know his master with

in the range of a dog's nature ; but not in the order in which Newton tran

scended this ; " no one can know naturally above the order of his nature, "

and so no one can know naturally the supernatural. But will the objector

deny, asks Mr. B. , “ that Almighty God, if he had chosen , could , by a spe.

cial act of his power, have so elevated the dog's powers as to have enabled

him to know his master in the full sense in which one man may know an

other ?" And so the mind of man may be supernaturalized, by the gift of

faith, into a capacity for apprehending the supernatural ; while all this

implies no fitness in his nature previously for any such apprehension. But

is not this pow , we ask, to set the higher sphere wholly on the outside of

the lower , and to make the translation from the second to the first a simple

miracle ? The dog, to ascend into the order of man's life, must be essen

tially changed , created over again altogether ; and if the supernatural enter

ing man's life be a like process, it must be virtually his demolition and the

construction of a new being, by Divine fiat, in his place.
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where this authority is really and truly at hand. The reasona

bleness of faith turns not at all, according to this school , on any

correspondence in which it stands directly with its own contents,

but purely andexclusively on its relation to the extrinsic autho

rity on which they are accepted as true. The principle , that we

must judge the speaker by the word , however sound within

the sphere of nature, is taken to involve infidelity, or at least a

strong leaning to it, when adopted in the sphere of religion ; " for

it cannot be adopted in the sphere of religion without first denying,

that in religion there is anything to be believed which transcends

natural reason ; therefore it cannot be adopted without denying su

pernatural revelation ; and to deny supernatural revelation is what

is meantby infidelity . "-Oct. 1845, p. 510.

It mightseem enough to convict this theory of error, so far as

the Bible is concerned, that this bears on the face of it throughout

clear proof of a real union of the supernatural with the natural, in

the persons of the sacred writers. The truth it reveals is condition

ed in the form of its inanifestation always , by the mind and educa

tion of the men who give it utterance, and through them by the

living human relations in the midst of which they stood . No two

prophets think alike or speak alike . Their inspiration then is no

abstraction, no divine mechanism , but something that truly descends,

with all its divinity, into the order of nature . And what shall we

say of Him , in who!n all prophecy and inspiration became at last

complete ? Was it his office simply to stand between the two worlds

that met in his person , and report mysteries over from one to the

other, for the use of faith, in a purely outward way ? What is

meant then by the declaration : The Word became Flesh, and dwelt

among us, and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only-begot

ten of the Father, full of grace and truth . Surely if the gospel

means anything, we have here at least the supernatural order link

ed in real organic union with the natural, and showing thus the

capacity of this last , as well as its need , to receive into itself such

higher life as its own proper complement and end . It will not do,

in theface of such a fact as the Incarnation, to say that the reali

ties with which faith has to do in distinction from reason are wholly

without light or evidence for this last in their own nature, and as

such to be taken on the mere authority of God ascertained in some

other way ; in such sense that a man might be supposed to be in

fallibly sure first that he has this authority to go upon , and so be

prepared to accept any and every proposition as true , on the strength

of it , with equal readiness and ease. What is revelation , if it be

not the actual entrance of the supernatural in some way over into

the sphere of the natural ? That which remains wholly beyond the

orb of man's life , naturally considered , and in no living contactwith

it at any point, cannot be said surely to be revealed at all for his
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apprehension and use . All revelation , as distinguished fromma

gic, implies the self-exhibition of God , in a real way, through

the medium of the world in its natural form . To a certain

extent , we have such a revelation in the material universe . The

outward creation is the symbol , mirror, shrine and sacrament, of

God's presence and glory, as a supernatural fact , in the most

actual way. The word of prophecy and inspiration is the gra

dual coming forth of eternal truth into time, in a like real way,

through themedium of human thought and speech ; a process ,

which completes itself finally in the full domiciliation , we may

say , of the Infinite Word itself in the life of the world by Jesus

Christ . It is an utterly unevangelical conception of this fact, to

think of Christ only as an outward teacher orreporter of secrets ,

belonging to another order of existence wholly from that in

which he appeared among men . Such a conception involves

in fact the old Gnostic imagination , by which the supernatural

side of his existence was never allowed to come to any really

inward and organic union with its natural or simply human side ;

in consequence of which this last became always a phantom ,

and the first at the same time an extra -mundane abstraction. In

Christ, most literally and truly, the supernatural order came to a

living and perpetual marriage with the order of nature ; which

it could not have done , if the constitution of the one had not

been of like sort with that of the other , (man made in the inage

truly of God .) so as to admit and require such union as the last

and only perfect expression of the world's life . It lies then in

the nature of the case, that Christ can be no abstraction, no soli

tary portent , in the midst of the world . If his incarnation in

volved a real entrance into its life at all , (and not simply an ava

tar, whether for an hour or for ten thousand years,) it must stand

in living inward relation , and this fundamental too and central,

with its entire organization and history under every other view .

The lines of truth must fall in upon it as their necessary centre ,

from all sides, out to the farthest periphery of nature . It must

be found to carry in it the inmost and deepest sense of the uni

versal sphere to which it belongs. It is a fact therefore which

must come harbingered and heralded by voices from the deep,

and long shadows thrown before , signs, prophecies, and types ,

from every quarter ; all made clear at lasi indecd only by the

event itself; whilst with equal necessity, the powers of history

may be expected to throw themselves subsequently ,always more
and

more , into its train , the world before and the world behind

joining thus in one and the same loud acclamation : “ Hosan .

nah to the Son of David ! Blessed is he that cometh in the name

VOL . II .-90. I. 5*
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of the Lord !" But now, if this be the relation of the superna

tural in Christ himself to the sphere of nature, it is not easy cer

tainly to acquiesce in any theory of the Church, by which this

is taken to be the medium of divine revelation in a wholly dif

ferent style . An abstract Church , is as much at war with the

true mystery of Christianity, as an abstract Christ. The Church,

according to Mr. Brownson, is the infallible witness of God's

word , not in the way of any really human mediation in the case,

but in a wholly outward and unearthly way, by a special fiat of

grace investing it with such infallibility, as a fixed mechanical
fact, in no union whatever with the laws of our life under its

ordinary form . ' This we find it by no means easy to admit.

The view works back unfavorably on the whole idea of revela

tion ; and especially wrongs, in the end , the character of Jesus

Christ. Weare very far from believing, that the divinity of a

revelation turns on its having no common life with humanity ;

on the contrary it seems to us to become complete , in proportion

precisely as the supernatural, by means of it, is brought to enter

most fully and truly into the conditions of the natural.

V. The theory carries with it finally, as it seems to us, a wrong

conception of the true nature and power of faith , involving in

the end the very consequence it seeks professedly to shun , name

ly the subordination of faith to reason or its resolution into mere

logic. It goes on the assumption that the supernatural, with
which faith has to do , is so sundered from the natural, as to

admit no direct approach or apprehension (rom that side ; that

truth in such formis inevident for the mind wholly in its own

nature , and without force of reason intrinsically to engage its

assent ; that the mind is moved to such assent in its case accord

ingly , not by any motives either in itself or in the object set

before it , but by something extrinsic to both, the weight of an

>

* Mr. Brownson sees the Church always as an order extrinsical to the life

of nature, or to humanity in its own proper form . Human institutions, he

admits, allow a mixture of good and bad ; but the Church, he will have it ,

is no human institution . “ If Christian, she is divine - for Christ is God ;

and then she is not a human institution ,unless God and man are identical;"

and so she must be taken as only and wholly true, right, and good. - July,

1849, p. 310. But Christianity in the individual believer is divine too ;

does it then make him to be also free from all error and sin ? Even an

apostle, it seems, might do wrong. And the Church in fact so good, as

to be literally sinless as well as infallible ? Her divine side of course is both

one and the other; but she has also her human side , her divinity shines

through humanity ; she is not only the heavenly leaven of Christ's life in

the world, but the true and proper life of the world itself also in the progress

of being leavened. The progress here is not at once the end
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intermediate authority which is felt to be fully valid as a ground

of certainty , without regard to the nature of what is thus taken

on trust one way or another. “ In belief,” says Mr. Brownson ,

“ I must go out of myself, and also out of the object, for my

motives of assent.” Subjective and objective cometo no union

or contact whatever. The gulph belween them is sprung only

by means of outward testimony. The case requires indeed

Divine testimony ; but still it is this always as something between

the subject and object , in a purely separate and external way .

As such, the testimony itself needs of course to be authenticated,

before it can be restedupon-as sure andcertain ; and this authen

lication must be again infallible. Such a witness of God's

veracity we have in the Church, whose voice accordingly is to

be taken as the true sense always of his word . T'he Divine

authority of the Church , it is supposed, may be established for

natural reason in its own sphere ; although this of itself is not

enough to produce faith . For that we need what is termed the

donum fidei, a supernatural benefit conferred by the ministry of

the Church itself through the holy sacrament of Baptism .

We object to the way in which faith is here opposed to rea

Its opposition is properly to sense , and to nature as known

through sense ; to reason ,'only so far as this is taken for the un

derstanding in its relation to such knowledge. Faith is the

capacity of perceiving the invisible and supernatural, the sub

stantiation of things hoped for, the certification of things not

seen (Heb. xi . 1) ; which , as such , does not hold on the outside

of reason, any more than this can be said of sense , but opens 10

view rather a higher form of what may be called its own proper

life, in which it is required to become complete , and without

which it must always remain comparatively helpless , blind , and

dark . It requires of a truth , in our present circumstances, a

supernatural influence to call faith into exercise ; no force of

logic, and no simply natural motives, can bring it to pass ; there

must be for the purpose a new life by the Spirit of Christ . But

still all this forms at last but the proper education, or drawing

out, of the true sense of man's life as it stood before. Faith

does not serve simply to furnish new data for thought in an out

ward way , but includes in itself also, potentially at least, the force

of reason and knowledge in regard to its own objects. It stands

in rational correspondence with its contents , and involves such

an apprehension of them as makes the mind to be in some measure

actually in their sphere . Faith touches its object as truly as

sense . This requires indeed the medium of God's veracity ; we

' can perceive the supernatural, only as we feel and know that

a
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God exists ; faith thus sees all things in God . But the veracity

of God here is no abstraction ; it reaches us in and by the things

it verifies and affirms. So in the world of nature . Mr. Brown

son will not allow the revelation of God in nature to be for faith

at all ; we have it , he says , by mere reason ; regarded solely as

the author, upholder, and governor of nature , he is natural , and

hence the knowledge of him as such is always termed natural

theology . ” In this character, " he is naturally cognoscible, accord

ing to what St. Paul tells us , Rom . i . 20. " - April, 1845 , p .

146. But surely mere logic can never conclude from the world

of sense to the world of spirit , from the finite to the infinite . To

perceive God in nature requires far more than any syllogism .

We see him there, only when he authenticates himself to us by

his works, as the immediate felt symbol of his presence ; and

then our perception is faith . So St. Paul, Heb. xi . 3 : “ Through

faith we understand that the worlds mere framed by the word of

God, so that things which are seen were not made of things

which do appear.” Througlı the world of sense , faith looks con

tinually , not the logical understanding, to the vast and glorious

Reality that lies beyond, and of which it is only the outward

type or shadow . Nature in this view is a divine word , (as in the

19th psalm ,) always showing forth the supernatural; having its

seal or witness too in the veracity of God , that is , in his being ,

as a fact underlying the phenomenal creation ; while however,

at the same time, this fact makes itself immediately certain, not

from beyond , but in and by the very document, which it ihus

seals and certifies for faith . And why should it be different in

the case of revelation, under its higher view ? God speaks in

the Bible ; and he must himself authenticate his own voice.

This implies however no merely outward certification, apart from

the word itself. He reveals himself for faith , in and by the word,

as the very medium of his own presence. This becomes most

clear in the person of Jesus Christ, the Word Incarnate, by whom

all previous revelation is made at last complete. How is He

authenticated for faith ? By Divine testimony. In what form ?

Miracles , according to Mir . Brownson. From the miracle the“

reason concludes legitimately to the supernatural cause, and to

the Divine commission or authority of him by whom it is

wrought.” Jesus Christ performed miracles, and standsaccredi

ted by them as a Divine teacher. But could a miracle legitimate

the pretensions of the Mormon prophet , Joseph Smith ? Cer

tainly not. The miracle itself needs to be authenticated, by the

living person and word of him whose commission it is appointed

to seal . This is plain from Deuf. xiii . 1-3 ; which is of itself
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sufficient to show that reason is concerned , in faith , not simply

with the seal of God's word outwardly considered , but with the

intrinsic reasonableness also of the word itself. A miracle in

favor of a lie proves nothing. Is the word itself then enough ,

without the miracle ? By no means. Only they are not to be

sundered one from the other. They are wedded together as body

and soul . The body authenticates the presence of the soul;

but it is only as the soul, at the same time, authenticates the life

of the body. Christ's iniracles then are indeed a divine attesta

tion of his character and mission ; but their true force for this

end holds at last in their relation to his person . That under

lies all truth in the world besides ; and how then could it be

proved or made sure by any other form of truth , taken as some

thing separate from itself ? Christ thus authenticates himself,

and all else that is true . Not abstracıly again however, but con

cretely , in and by the living relations of his presence in the world .

The supernatural in his life, including his miracles, forms but

the natural and proper expression of what his life was in its own

power. The force of all falls back finally on his person itself ;

and it is with this accordingly that faith has to do primarily , in

accepting his Divine mission . The voice of God for it , attesting

the revelation comes not from abroad, but in and through the

revelation itself. Thou art the Christ, it says with Peter, and to

whom else shall we go ; thou hast the words of eternal life.

“ He that believeth on the Son of God," says St. John, “ hath

the witness in himself; he that believeth not God — in and by

this revelation - hath made him a liar ” ( 1 John v. 10) . Not to10

own and obey Christ, is the greatest possible wrong to truth

which any man can commit. It is such a blow at God's veracity

as can be aimed at it in no other way ; for the Truth of truth

itself is Christ, the alpha and omega of life, the same yesterday,

to -day, and forever. Faith here is not indifferent to the word

and work of Christ; but still it sees these in the light of his per

son , and does not so much conclude to this as from it , in the view

it takes of their significance . It is not by establishing his mira

culous conception, or the fact of his resurrection, in an abstract

separate view , that we prove him to be the Son of God ; but

we must feel him in the first place to be the Son of God , with

Peter, before we can truly believe , on any evidence , either the

first of these facts or the last. He is the last proof of both. So

in the Creed . Christ authenticates himself for faith , not by

mere outward warrant and seal of any sort, but by direct com

munication, in some way, with the rational nature of men , as

being himself indeed the life of reason and the only true light .
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of the world. Faith here , as in all other cases , is led by motives

of assent in its object , and not simply by motives drawn from

some other quarter ; or in other words, the authority of God

moving it is not on the outside of the object, but comes to view

in and by the object bearing its proper seals, these last having no
conclusive force save in union and connection with the first.

Mr. Brownson himself is forced to allow something like this

in the end , though as it seems to us not without contradiction to

his own general theory. Reason may conclude in its own sphere,

he says , from the natural to the supernatural by the miracle ; but

not so as to generate faith ; this comes in another way as a free

donation from God . It is not given to us in the fact that we are

human beings, but supernaturally, so as to lift us from the order

of nature to the order of grace . Supernaturalized in this way,

“ the creditive subject is placed on the plane of the supernatural

credible object, and they are thus correlatively creditive and

credible ; and if no obstacle intervene , the act of faith is not only

elicitable , but elicited , without other motive than is contained in

the subject and object, as is the case with every act of faith ,

whether human or divine.” Faith then is not blind and regard

less of its object . “ The donum fidei is not a general vis credi

tiva , but simply vis creditiva in relation to its special correlative ,

the supernatural credible object.” What it believes is the au

thority of God, but this authority in identification always with

the object it commends to faith ; just as light, in the natural

world , bears witness to the objects of sense , shows them as they

are for the eye, by making them at the same time the medium

of its own revelation. Such is the view givenof the subject in

the article, Liberalism and Catholicity . - July, 1846 ; which

however, as we have just said , seems not to agree fully with what

is said , when we are told, April, 1845 , “ that faith or belief, as

distinguished from knowledge and science, rests on authority

extrinsic both to the believer and the maller believed.” If this

be meant simply to exclude the notion that reason is the mother

of faith , the so -called Vulgar Rationalism , it is all very well .

But in the hands of Mr. Brownson , it is made to mean much

more . It sets faith out of the sphere of reason altogether , and

reduces it to the character of a mere blind assent to outward

authority ; contrary to what we find him saying again of the

donum fidei, as an actual bringing of the subject into inward

correlation with the object believed . Where the authority for

faith is thus taken to be extrinsic to the supernatural object, as

with the system generally, we are thrown at last on the very

rationalism , which it is sought in this way to avoid. So our

-

(
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common abstract supernaturalism , on the Protestant side, is in

the habit of concluding logically , from miracles and other evi

dence in the sphere of nature, to the supernatural authority of

the Bible, and then pretends tomake this , in such outward view ,

a complete succedaneum subsequently for all reason besides — as

though reason and revelation were only contiguous spheres, the

one ending where the other begins ; not considering, that the

whole authority of the Bible itself thus can be no better at last

than the strength of the logic, on which as an arch it is made in

this way fundamentally to rest . To make the Church however

a succedaneum for reason , in like outward style , comes precisely

to the same thing. Allow the donum fidei, as an elevation of

the mind to the plane of the supernatural, and the case is chang

ed ; but then also it is no longer easy to see , why faith should

be bound so mechanically to the voice of the Church, as an

authority extrinsical to the truth itself. The Church we hold

too to be the medium of the Christian revelation , the organ by

which Christ makes himself known in the world, and which is

to be reverenced on this account , through all ages, as his body,

the fulness of him that filleth all in all. But it is all this, not

in a mechanical quasi-magical way, as a witness set forward to

propound the truth in outward style only, a supernatural automa

ion with the Pope at Rome for its mouth piece . The Church

is the body of Christ, only as it serves to reveal Christ , under a

truly living and historical form , in the history of the world ; in

which view all the power it has to propound Christ as an object

of faith , is found in the fact of its being itself an object of faith

through Christ and from him , the form in which his life com

pletes itself among men . Faith starts then in Christ. Because

we believe in him , we believe also the Holy Catholic Church ;

and not in the reverse order. The Church is still necessary as

an indefectible witness to the truth ; but her indefectibility is a

moral fact, not a physical necessity, made good through the ac

tivity of the general Christian life itself, the life of Christ in his

people, working out its own problem in a truly human way.

Why should not the supernatural in this form be quite as acces

sible for the donum fidei, as when exhibited or propounded in a

purely outward and abstract style ? Nature, we know , is not

grace. This pertains to a higher order. But why may not the

higher order reveal itself through the very life and constitution

of the lower , supernaturalizing it for its own ends, as well as in

an abrupt outside way ; in such sort as to be for faith still all the

authority that is needed, to place it in the infallible possession of

Christ's word ?
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It may be made a question , whether the Roman system itself,

rightly understood, actually claims in its own favor any such

purely outward and mechanical infallibility, as we find attributed

to it by Mr. Brownson and others of like wholesale zeal . At

least , there is much in its order and history to conflict with the

supposition , and to show that it is not the true original sense of

what the Church is required to be for our faith in this view. A

somewhat curious exemplification is furnished here by a late

work entitled , Mornings among the Jesuits at Rome ; in which ,

among other discussions, there occurs a friendly disputation with

two learned professors of the Roman University on this very

topic , the infallibility of the Church . The ground is taken on

the Protestant side , that the Church of Rome does not formally

claim to be infallible, that there is no decree of any general

council , no bull of any pope , no canon or article of an authori

tative nature, asserting any such attribute in her favor. This

was at first treated with derision by the Jesuit professors ; but on

being seriously challenged to prefer proof to ihe contrary , they

showed themselves completely puzzled and perplexed, and in

the end were compelled fairly to give up the point . With all

their learning , no such decree, bull, or canon , could be quoted .'

It is one thing to affirm that the Church is indefectible, as the

>

>

' Mornings among the Jesuits at Rome. Being Notes of conversations held with

certain Jesuits on the Subject of Religion in the City of Rome. By the Rev. M.

Hobart Seymour, M. A.-p. 138-144 . The work has some things that read

strangely. So far as we know, however, it is allowed to pass as authentic .

Since the date of these conversations , we have a pretty explicit claim to

infallibility, in the form required , on the part of the present Pope, if his

Encyclical Epistle, Nov. 9 , 1846, is to be taken as of any canonical force.

“ Hinc plane apparet,” he says , “ in quanto errore illi etiam versentur, qui

ratione abutenies, ac Dei eloquia tamquam humanum opus existimantes, pro

prio arbitrio illa explicare, interpretari temere audent, cum Deus ipse jam

constituerit auctoritatem , quæ verum legitimumque cælestis suæ revela

tionis sensum doceret, constabiliret , omnesque controversias in rebus fidei et

morum infallibili judicio dirimeret , ne fideles circumferantur omni vento

doctrinæ in nequitia hominum ad circumventionem erroris . Quæ quidem

viva et infallibilis auctoritas in ea tantum viget Ecclesia, quæ a Christo Do

mino supra Petrum ædificata, suos legitimos semper habet Pontifices

sine intermissione ab ipso Petro ducentes originem , in ejus Cathedra collo

calos , et ejusdem etiam doctrinæ , dignitatis, honorisac potestatis hæredes

et vindices. Et quoniam ubi Petras ibi Ecclesia , ac Petrus per Romanum

Pontificem loquitur, et semper, in suis successoribus vivit, et judicium exer

çet, ac præstat quærentibus fidei veritatem , iccirco divina eloquia eo plane

sensu sunt accipienda, quem tenuit ac tenet hæc Romana Beatissimi Petri

Cathedra, quæ omnium Ecclesiarum mater et magistra fidem a Christo

Domino traditam integram in violatamque semper servavit.” — This is suffi

ciently bold and strong, it must be confessed.
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pillar and ground of the truth , and another thing quite to predi

cate infallibility of allher judgments and decisions in an abstract

magical way. The Church is constitutionally holy, called to

holiness and formed for holiness ; yet never in such form as to

be absolutely free, here on earth, from corruption and sin . So

100 she is constitutionally true, and the truth can never fail from

her communion, as it can have no place also beyond it ; yet all

this in the midst of present error, confusion and c ntradiction .

The truth is in her life, considered as a whole, and is to be sought

in such form by the individual believer, with child - like though

still free and independent docility and obedience. Even the

Church of Rome is compelled to allow this to some extent, in

her own way. If the case required only an outward oracle on

the one side, and implicit passive obedience on the other, how

has it happened that the authority after all is not offered , in every

case , in the most direct and universally accessible form , for all to

read or hear at any moment without ihe possibility of mistake ?

This, we all know , is not the case . The infallibility attaches,.

not to the ministersof the Church separately , but to the minis

try as a whole ; and so it is only in certain circumstances, and

under certain conditions, that the Pope himself, the head of the

corporation , is to be taken as its true voice . Seven requisites

must be at hand, we are told, to show a decision of the pope

infallible ; 1st. communication with the bishops of the univer

sal Church, asking the assistance of their prayers ; 2nd. the

possession of all available information on the point in hand ; 3d .

a formal assertion of authority ; 4th . universal promulgation ;

5th . universal reception by the Church as infallible authority ;

6th . limitation to proper sphere, having for its matter a question

of faith or morals ; Tih . freedom , on the part of the pope, froin

all outward compulsion or constraint. This is something wide

away from a mere mechanical infallibility. There is no safety

in the mind of the pope , any fariher than it is found to hold in

living cominunion with themind of the universal Church ; and

of this no assurance can be had by the common christian, with

out active , waking, and earnest attention on his own part. Plainly.

the infallibility here claimed is not inspiration . Mr. Brownson

himself makes it to be different . If however it were wholly

above the ordinary law of knowledge, by which truth is appre

hended through the activity of mind in its general living char

acter, it must be fully equivalent to inspiration or else mere

magic. The very fact then that this is disclaimed , goes to show

that the infallibility in question is conditioned after all by the

working of the universal mind of the Church, that it is a result
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of the concrete life of the Church , and that it belongs thus to

the process of history and must bear also a truly historical form .

If it were not so , why should the pope ever hesitate or pause,

when any new decision is to be made, instead of fetching forth

at once from the promptuary of his infallible stewardship the pre

cise answer required . Just now, it seems, he is travailing in

pain with the article of the immaculate conception of the Virgin

Mary, and has called on the bishops of the universal Church to

assist him by their prayers , in the business of bringing it , if pos

sible , to a satisfactory official decision. But if there be no his

tory for christian doctrine , no development, no growth or pro

gress ; if on the contrary all is to be regarded as a full grown

Minerva from the beginning ; why, we may well ask , the sus

pense of centuries on this great article heretofure, in the midst

of interminable strife and war ; and why this difficulty in bring

ing the infallibility of the pope to bear upon it forthwith , for its

final settlement at the present time . It shows two things; first,

that Christianity , for Rome itself, is not full grown froin the start ,

and one always in the form of its faith ; secondly, that the pope,

to have authority even for Rome, must be more than a divine

automaton , must be incorporated actively with the life of the

Church , must be the organ of truth for it through the mediation

>

>

P. 66.

See his late Encyclical, dated Gaeta , Feb. 2, 1949 ; where he represents

the subject as weighing heavily on his mind , announces that he has appoin

ted a special commission of eminent theologians and cardinals to investi

gate its claims, and calls upon the bishops to have prayers solemnly offered

in all the churches for his illumination and guidance in so great a concern ,

as well as to report to him the mind and feeling of the faithful in regard to

it throughout the Catholic world. This surely is something more than sim .

ply affirming an old truth , clearly possessed from the beginning, in the face

of a new error. “ If there be anything in which Catholic theologians are

agrerd,” says Mr. Brownson , “ it is in these two points ; that the revelation

in the beginning was perfect , and that nothing can be proposed by the

Church to be believed, fide divina, not revealed from the beginning." -1847,

“ If there be anything uniformly taught by our theologians, it is

that the faith of the Faihers was perfect, that the revelation committed to

the Church was complete and entire, and that the Church has, from the first,

faithfully , infallibly, taught or proposed it . If this be true , as it would at

least be temerity to question, there can be, there can have been , no latentor

merely virtual doctrine , waiting for heresy and controversy to call it forth ,

and to render it formal and actual. There is implicit belief. - for individ .

vals may be ignorant, some on one point , and some on another; but there is,

save in a very restricted sense indeed, no implicit teaching.” — p . 77. Has

the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin been part of this formal teaching

from the time of the Apostles ? If so , why all ihis hesitation and care on

the part of the Pope, about erecting it into an article oi faith in the year

1949 ?
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of this life itself, reaching him at last in a perfectly human and

historical way. With any such view as this, however, the theory

of infallibility against which we have been arguing, and which

seems to us to be held by Mr. Brownson , at once falls to the

ground.

We have a striking, and as it appears to us very significant,

illustration of Mr. Brownson's wrong view of history, in an arti

cle on The Church in the Dark Ages, published July , 1849 .

While he shows off with just severity the stupidity of the slang ,

which is often employed against this period , by men who show

themselves profoundly ignorant of the whole glorious mission
accomplished by the Church after the downfal of the Roman

empire ,' he has no mind at the same time to fall in with the

undue glorification of mediæval history into which some have

been carried latterly , by a sort of reaction against that other

extreme. Digby's Mores Catholici, or Ages of Faith , he con

siders not sufficiently guarded on this side. With all that was

good in the Chnrch, as such , those ages were full of abomina

tions under a different view . She had by no means a clear field

and her own way , for a thousand years , as her enemies now say ,

but stood in constant battle with hostile forces that sought to

bring her down to the dust. It is well enough , Mr. Brownson

thinks , for Protestants , of the Romantic and Puseyite Schools,

to seek a rehabilitation of this old , long misunderstood and abus

ed , mediaeval life ; their own Church is a mere corpse , and they

may be pardoned for seeking to deck her off in the robes of the

dead past, instead of those that belong to the present ; but with

Catholics (Roman ) it is different. “ They seek their Lord not

" “ Never indeed did she give more unequivocal proofs of her supernatural

origin and support , than in those ages of ignorance, violence and blood ; never

did shestruggle with more manifest supernaturalconstancy and force, or with

more glorious trophics to her celestial prowess." Those ages open with

the destruction of the Western Roman Empire, and the permanent settle

ment of the Northern Barbarians on its ruins. Sociely was reduced almost

to chaos, a new civilizalion was to be created out of the most wild and

rude material . The church, after having subdued the world as it stood be

fore had her own work to do over again. “ Far more disheartening were

her prospects than when she concealed herself, in the catacombs, or bled

under Nero, Decius, Maximian, and Diocletian ; and far more laborious

was the task now before her, than that which she had accomplished in pas.

sing from that upper room in Jerusalem to the throne of the Cæsars.”

Alas, how much of the argument for the divine power of christianity as

found in the form of church history, is obscured or altogether lost for those

who yield themselves to the prejudice, ( blind as Erebus , though wiser in

its own conceit than seven men who can render a reason ,) that the dark

dess of the Middle Ages sprang from the Catholic Church .
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in the dead past, but in the living present , in the Church that is,

and is to be until the consummation of the world, unvaried and

invariable .” The distinctive human side of the Middle Ages,

the new element which then came into society , Mr. Brown.

son seems anxious rather to disown, as something outward and

foreign altogether to the proper Christian life . As far as the

Church was active in the phenomena of the time, we accept

them and glory in them , he tells us, but as it regards all lying
beyond, we feel comparatively indifferent. “ Under the point

of view of humanity, it matters little to us, as Catholics, how

dark , how superstitious , how turbulent, violent , or barbarous"

these ages were. Strange to say , we find the advocate of Ro

manism here joining hands, to some extent, with Pseudo-prol

estantism , in the view that the proper sense of the world was

interrupted and stopped by the overthrow of the old Roman civ

ilization ; that there is no meaning in the chaos that follows,

farther than it gave room to labor for the recovery of what had

been lost ; and that the great task and problem for a whole mil

lenium of years following, was simply to fill up its own blank

by the reconstruction of the Christian life once more in its first

form . How does this happen ? Pseudo-protestantism sees in

the Middle Ages only the growing power of Rome, and gives

them up accordingly as a “ grand apostacy ” from first to last,

(the Devil's millenium , Christ asleep and the gates of hell tri

umphant,) for the purpose of making short and easy its own

argument against the Pope. Mr. Brownson , on the other side ,

with much better perspicacity, begins to see in these same Mid

dle Ages, Dark Ages, or as they are sometimes called Ages of

Faith , the embryonic life of Protestantism itself, ripening in the

womb of Catholicism , by a pregnancy of centuries instead of

months, under the forms of the Roman faith and worship, for

the mighty birth that followed by due course of time in the Re

formation of the sixteenth century. Such undoubtedly is the

true view of this great faci. Proiestants, who insist on sunder

ing the Reformation from the Church life of the previous period,

do as much as they well can to ruin their own cause. Unless

it be :he product of all earlier church history, it can deserve no

faith . Let it appear on the other hand , that the causes which

led to it , under God, were in full force for centuries before; that

they were seated in the life of the modern world as a part of its

intrinsic nature and constitution ; that their operation is to be

traced back even to the world -historical epoch , which laid the

foundations of modern society annid the crumbling ruins of that

which went before ; and it becomes at once to the same extent
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difficult to resist the conviction , that it belongs to the true sense

of Christianity, and that it came to pass by the finger of God.
Such in truth is the actual state of the case. The new form of

humanity brought in by the Northern Barbarians did not merely

furnish material for re- civilizing Europe in its old form , but

offered elements which were notpreviously at hand for the crea

tion also of another order of civilization ; by which in the end

Christianity was to become more complete; than it could ever
have become under the first order. Out of this new order of

the Christian life, made possible only through the Germanic

nature as distinguished from the old Roman, sprang with inward

necessity at last the Protest of the Reformation . Mr. Brown

son , as we have said , sees this ; more quick of vision here than

many Protestants ; and sets himself to forestall, as he best can ,

the weight it carries against his own cause . “ We frankly con

fess,” he says , “ we are Græco -Roman , and to us all tribes and

nations are barbarian, just in proportion as they recede from the

Græco Roman standard .” This is the climax of culture, hu

manly considered . “ Nowhere else does history show us man

receiving, under all the aspects of his nature, so high, so thor

ough , so symmetrical,and so masculine a cultivation , as under this

wonderful civilization ." Add Christianity to it, " and you have

a civilization beyond which there is nothing to seek .” Tried
by this standard , the Middle Ages cannot stand the test . The

Church labored to re - civilize them , as well as she could , accord

ing to the old norm , with which she has a native affinity ; but

this could be done only so far as the nations were brought to

exchange the Barbaric nature for the Roman. " Wherever the

barbaric element has remained predominant in the national life,

as in Russia , Scandinavia , Prussia , Saxony, Northern Germany,

or where , through exterior or interior causes, it has regained the

preponderance, as in England and the once Christianized Ori

ental nations , the nation has relapsed into heathenism , or fallen

off into heresy or schism . In several of the nations which have

fallen off from the Church , the old barbaric institutions, tradi

tions , customs, and hereditary hatred of Græco -Roman civiliza

tion , always survived in the heart of the people, and nourished

a schism between its national life and its Christian faith .” In

all this there is much truth . The Romanic nations remain Pa

pal ; while the Germanic nations, in virtue of a new element

peculiar to themselves, could never make over their will in the

same way to mere outward rule, and so in the end have become

Protestant. It is perfectly clear that nationality has cxercised a

determining influence on this great issue, from the beginning.
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Protestantism is the child of the modern civilization, the Teu

tonic life, and not of the Græco-Roman . '

But what now is the true significance of this fact ? The old

Græco Roman civilization , says Mr.Brownson , must be held nor

mal for all ages ; your Teutonic life consequently is at fault,

just in the measure of its variation from this rule ; and so Prot

estantism is found to be simply part and parcel of the same gen

eral abnormity, the final upshot, we may say , of the war car

ried on with the authority of the church by the refractory spirit

of these Northern Barbarians from the beginning. A conveni

ent theory truly . But how violent, at the same time, and ar

bitrary. Only see what it involves . The normal order of the

world naturally considered, its best possible form and true ulti

mate sense , just as it was ready to go fully into the arms of

Christianity , suddenly dashed to the ground and turned into

universal wreck by the inundation of an entirely new life, un

civilized, unlettered , absolutely wild and rude : Europe planted

with elementary nations, requiring thegrowth of centuries to bring

them to any mature and settled political form : The work of a
thousand years laid upon the church, only to regain in some

measure the loss created by this sad catastrophe : A new civilization

in time , which reſuses however to fall fully into the true Christian

order ; carries in it more or less a semi-barbarous, heathenish

character ; and issues finally in an open rebellion against the

" American life might seem to be, in this view, the very efflorescence of

the Protestant spirit , and as such the worst possible for the admission of

Catholic influences. Mr. Brownson , however, judges differently. “Our

civilization ," he tells us , " is founded on a right basis, is Roman and Chris

tian in its ground work ; and there never has been a State constituted

throughout more in harmony with Catholic principles than the American."

True, our American fathers had unhappily turned their backs upon the

Church ; but they had been nursed, notwithstanding, in the bosom of her

civilization . " 'That civilization they brought with them to this New World ,

purged of the barbaric leaven which was still in some measure retained

in the Mother country, and against which the Popes and the whole spiritual

society had protested for ten centuries. Whoever will examine therespec.

live civil institutions of England and this country , will hardly fail to per.

ceive, that what of England we have rejected is what she owes to her bar

barous ancestors, and what we have added, which she has not, has been

borrowed from Roman and Catholic civilization . Indeed , just in propor

tion, under a civil and political point of view, as we have receded from

England , we have approached Rome and Catholicity.” — Civil and Religious

Toleration . — July 1849, p. 307. Here is a discovery worth looking at cer

tainly . The precious spark of liberty, to which we owe our Constitution,

is afier all not from Geneva but from Rome ! The Pilgrim Fathers stand in

the same line , politically, with the Popes ! Puritanism belongs of right to

Popery. The body is here already prepared ; " it is moulded from fine, rich ,

red earth , in a form of majestic proportions, and of surpassing beauty,

wanting nothing but the Divine Breath to be breathed into its nostrits in

order to become a living soul.”
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Church , which at the same time bears away with it palpably the

central powers and activities of the world's natural life, with a

momentum which centuries have no power to check or restrain.

It needs surely no small gift of faith seriously and steadily to

give credit to all this. Wasthe wreck of Græco Roman culture an

accident ? Did the Northern Barbarians come on the stage of

Europe, without God's will and plan ? Was there no end to be

answered for Christianity and the world , by the taking down of

the former civilization , the bringing in of new material, the open

field created for the building up of another life, and the work of so

many centuries employed in the accomplishment of this great

object? These questions, it seems to us, carry in them their

own answers . The true use to be made of the whole case , then is

just the reverse of Mr. Brownson's view . God moves in histo

ry . It must therefore have meaning. It must especially min

ister to Christ and his Church ; for is not he head over the whole of

it , for this very end ? If a sparrow fall not without his eye, how

could the Völkerwanderung take place by chance ? T'he fact

that he should so remove the old , and make room for the new ,

and call in the historical process of a thousand years to come to

his object, is itself enough to show , not only that the new civili

zation thus sought was to be different from that which was

rejected in its favor, but also that it was to be of a superior order,

of more vigorous constitution , better suited to the wants of

humanity and more answerable to the interior demands of Chris

vanity. This superiority of the modern civilization, then , turns

on the new element which hasbeen brought into it by the Ger

manic or Barbarian life, in distinction from the old Roman. 11

amounts to nothingthatMr. Brownson stigmatizes this as hea

then ; for the old Roman life was originally heathen too ; and

it is purely gratuitous 10 assume that Christianity might not

appropriate and assimilate to itself the peculiarities of a Barba

rian nationality as fully and completely as those of the Graeco

Roman . Its province is not to stand on the outside of nature in

the way of foreign help, but to enter into it , to clarify it , and to

fill it with divinity after its own form and type . The new civ

ilization thus brought to pass carried in itself, from the beginning,

the principle of freedom , which gave birth finally, as Christ had

all along designed , to the fact of Protestantism . Its distinctive

power, of course, fell in with this fact. The Romanic nations.

were left behind ; not without some great ulterior purpose, we

presume ; while the Germanic nations, obedient to the law of

iheir life, are carrying the sense of history in the Protestant direc

tion . It does not follow at once , we know , that Protestantism

is all that the world needs for its salvation , because it now car

ries all temporal interests in its stream . Outward activily and
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strength are not of themselves the guaranty of grace. The Pro

testant movement may prove morally unequal to its own prob

lem . Still this cannot changethe significance of the fact asnow

stated . It belongs to the reigning power of the world's civiliza

tion . It has its seat in the spirit of the nations that go with it,

and their spirit now rules thecourse of humanity , as something

plainly in advance of the spirit that meets us in nations still bound

io the authority of Rome. In this view , if we belive in Christ,

we are bound to acknowledge in it , if nothing more, yet surely

the necessary medium of transition at least for the Church of God

intoa higher and better state. Not to do so , turns the past into

a riddle and shrouds the future in despair. Protestantism , as the

world now stands at all events, has the floor of history, carries

the word of the age ; and the last sense of Christianity , the grand

scope of Christ's Mediatorial reign, is to be reached through it ,

by its help and intervention in some way, and not by its being

hurled aside as an impertinent accident, or mere nullity, in the

course of this all conquering dispensation.

It is high time for us, however, to bring this long article to a

conclusion It will be perceived that our object has been , to con

vict the general Roman principle of falsehood, by showing it to

run into untenable consequences and to be at war with the true

conception of our life . This is not with us , of course , an argu

ment for the mere negation or denial of the same principle , as the

true meaning and force of Protestantism . We have before tried

to expose the rock on that side; and our object now in setting

forth the dangers of the whirlpool, is not certainly to reccommend

the first, as on the whole less false and terrible than the second .

Rationalism , the resolution of faith into the mere mind and will

of man , (with the Bible or without it , ) under all its forms and

shapes, we religiously abhor and hate. With the reigning slang

on that side ,we have no sympathy whatever. Here then the ques.

tion comes, How are these extremes to be at once both avoided ?

And no question can well be more great and solemn. We pretend

not now ,however, to ansiver it. Enough so far, if we have been

able to show that it needs and demands an answer ; that the truth

is not , in this case , in either of the alternatives, separately taken ,

which for the common understanding seem to cover the whole

ground ; that Christianity, in one word , must find its true sense

between them , in a form of life which shall be the union of both .

It is much to be sure of what is false and wrong here, even if at

a loss still to master the full meaning of what is right. The best

preparation for solving the problem of the age , is to be well sat

isfied thatthe problem really exists, and so to feel earnestly that

it calls for a solution . J. W. N.
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